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Essays in Basketball Analytics
Suraj Keshri
With the increasing popularity and competition in professional basketball in the past decade,
data driven decision has emerged as a big competitive edge. The advent of high frequency
player tracking data from SportVU has enabled a rigorous analysis of player abilities and
interactions that was not possible before. The tracking data records two-dimensional x-y
coordinates of 10 players on the court as well as the x-y-z coordinates of the ball at a resolu-
tion of 25 frames per second, yielding over 1 billion space-time observations over the course
of a full season. This dissertation offers a collection of spatio-temporal models and player
evaluation metrics that provide insight into the player interactions and their performance,
hence allowing the teams to make better decisions.
Conventional approaches to simulate matches have ignored that in basketball the dy-
namics of ball movement is very sensitive to the lineups on the court and unique identities
of players on both offense and defense sides. In chapter 2, we propose the simulation in-
frastructure that can bridge the gap between player identity and team level network. We
model the progression of a basketball match using a probabilistic graphical model. We
model every touch event in a game as a sequence of transitions between discrete states.
We treat the progression of a match as a graph, where each node represents the network
structure of players on the court, their actions, events, etc., and edges denote possible moves
in the game flow. Our results show that either changes in the team lineup or changes in the
opponent team lineup significantly affects the dynamics of a match progression. Evaluation
on the match data for the 2013-16 NBA season suggests that the graphical model approach
is appropriate for modeling a basketball match.
NBA teams value players who can “stretch” the floor, i.e. create space on the court
by drawing their defender(s) closer to themselves. Clearly, this ability to attract defend-
ers varies across players, and furthermore, this effect may also vary by the court location
of the offensive player, and whether or not the player is the ball handler. For instance,
a ball-handler near the basket attracts a defender more when compared to a non ball-
handler at the 3 point line. This has a significant effect on the defensive assignment. This
is particularly important because defensive assignment has become the cornerstone of all
tracking data based player evaluation models. In chapter 3, we propose a new model to
learn player and court location specific offensive attraction. We show that offensive players
indeed have varying ability to attract the defender in different parts of the court. Using this
metric, teams can evaluate players to construct a roster or lineup which maximizes spacing.
We also improve upon the existing defensive matchup inference algorithm for SportVU data.
While the ultimate goal of the offense is to shoot the ball, the strategy lies in creating
good shot opportunities. Offensive play event detection has been a topic of research inter-
est. Current research in this area have used a supervised learning approach to detect and
classify such events. We took an unsupervised learning approach to detect these events.
This has two inherent benefits: first, there is no need for pretagged data to learn identifying
these events which is a lobor intensive and error prone task; second, an unsupervised ap-
proach allows us to detect events that has not been tagged yet i.e. novel events. We use a
HMM based approach to detect these events at any point in the time during a possession by
specifying the functional form of the prior distribution on the player movement data. We
test our framework on detecting ball screen, post up, and drive. However, it can be easily
extended to events like isolation or a new event that has certain distinct defensive matchup
or player movement feature compared to a non event. This is the topic for chapter 4.
Accurate estimation of the offensive and the defensive abilities of players in the NBA
plays a crucial role in player selection and ranking. A typical approach to estimate players’
defensive and offensive abilities is to learn the defensive assignment for each shot and then
use a random effects model to estimate the offensive and defensive abilities for each player.
The scalar estimate from the random effects model can then be used to rank player. In this
approach, a shot has a binary outcome, either it is made or it is a miss. This approach is
not able to take advantage of the “quality” of the shot trajectory. In chapter 5, we propose
a new method for ranking players that infers the quality of a shot trajectory using a deep
recurrent neural network, and then uses this quality measure in a random effects model to
rank players taking defensive matchup into account. We show that the quality information
significantly improves the player ranking. We also show that including the quality of shots
increases the separation between the learned random effect coefficients, and thus, allows for
a better differentiation of player abilities. Further, we show that we are able to infer changes
in the player’s ability on a game-by-game basis when using a trajectory based model. A
shot based model does not have enough information to detect changes in player’s ability on
a game-by-game basis.
A good defensive player prevents its opponent from making a shot, attempting a good
shot, making an easy pass, or scoring events, eventually leading to wasted shot clock time.
The salient feature here is that a good defender prevents events. Consequently, event driven
metrics, such as box scores, cannot measure defensive abilities. Conventional wisdom in
basketball is that “pesky” defenders continuously maintain a close distance to the ball
handler. A closely guarded offensive player is less likely to take or make a shot, less likely
to pass, and more likely to lose the ball. In chapter 6, we introduce Defensive Efficiency
Rating (DER), a new statistic that measures the defensive effectiveness of a player. DER
is the effective distance a defender maintains with the ball handler during an interaction
where we control for the identity and wingspan of the the defender, the shot efficiency of
the ball handler, and the zone on the court. DER allows us to quantify the quality of
defensive interaction without being limited by the occurrence of discrete and infrequent
events like shots and rebounds. We show that the ranking from this statistic naturally
picks out defenders known to perform well in particular zones.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
New technology and statistics will change the way we understand basketball, even
if they also create friction between coaches and front-office personnel trying to
integrate new concepts into on-court play. The most important innovation in
the NBA in recent years is a camera-tracking system, known as SportVU, that
records every movement on the floor and spits it back at its front-office keepers as
a byzantine series of geometric coordinates. Fifteen NBA teams have purchased
the cameras, which cost about $100,000 per year, from STATS LLC; turning
those X-Y coordinates into useful data is the main challenge those teams face.
– [Lowe, 2013]
1.1 Basketball – The Game
Basketball is a team sport in which two teams, of five players each, opposing one another on
a rectangular court, compete with the primary objective of shooting a basketball through
the defender’s hoop (a basket 18 inches in diameter mounted 10 feet high to a backboard at
each end of the court) while preventing the opposing team from shooting through their own
hoop 1. Each team takes turn in shooting the ball. A successful attempt ends the possession
while an unsuccessful one gives each team a chance to try again (referred to as rebound).
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basketball
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The National Basketball Association (NBA) is a men’s professional basketball league in
North America; composed of 30 teams divided into eastern and western conference. The
NBA was founded in New York City on June 6, 1946. In the NBA, a game is 48 minutes
long divided into four quarters each 12 minutes long. The size of the court in the NBA is 94
by 50 feet. Figure 1.1 is a detailed representation of the court in the NBA. An NBA season
is divided into regular and post season. In the regular season, each team plays 84 games.
16 teams make it to the playoffs which is an elimitation round which concludes with a final
between the best team from the eastern and the western conference.
A field goal in basketball is worth two points, unless made from behind the three-point
line, when it is worth three. After a foul, timed play stops and the player fouled or designated
to shoot a technical foul is given one or more one-point free throws. The team with the
most points at the end of the four quarters wins, but if the score is tied, additional periods
of five minutes play (overtime) are mandated until the winner is decided. Each NBA team
can have a maximum of 15 players, 13 of which can be active in each game. The lineup
of a team is usually divided into starting and bench lineup. The bench lineup usually play
against each other. There is no rule about the playing time limit of each player but the
starting lineup players, especially the star players, play for most of the game in a tight
game situation. Each possession is limited to 24 seconds, counted as the shot clock time.
If the offensive team (the team carrying the ball) makes a successful shot, the possession
ends. Otherwise (the case of a rebound), the shot clock resets. The defensive team tries to
prevent the opponent from making a shot or steal the ball from them.
1.1.1 Player Positions
Players in the NBA position themselves in five court locations in the halfcourt as shown in
Figure 1.2. These locations are divided into three broad categories.
Center. Centers are generally the tallest players in the team who position themselves near
the basket. On the offensive side, the center’s goal is to make high-percentage shots close to
1Source: https://4dagl3gexum32g49f6zq3cdy-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/images/
Diagrams-of-Basketball-Courts.png
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Figure 1.1: A detailed view of the basketball court in the NBA
the basket. They are also required to block defenders to open other players up for driving
to the basket. On the defense side, the centre is responsible for keeping the opponent from
shooting by blocking shots and passes in the vital area. They are also expected to fight for
offesnive and defensive rebounds.
Forward. Forwards are usually the next tallest players in the team positioned inside the
three point line. Forwards are responsible to get free for a pass, take outside shots, drive for
goals, and rebound. Power forwards have to be able to hit open shots, since they typically
aren’t the focal point of a defense. They are usually good midrange shooters. The Small
forward is usually the shorter of the two forwards on the team but plays the most versatile
role both offensively and defensively out of the main five positions.
Guard. These are potentially your shortest players and they should be really good at
dribbling fast, seeing the court, and passing. It is their job to bring the ball down the court
and set up offensive plays. Dribbling, passing, and setting up offensive plays are a guard’s
main responsibilities as an offesnive player. They also need to be able to drive to the basket
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and to shoot from the perimeter (long-range shots). On defense, a guard is responsible for
stealing passes, contesting shots and preventing drives to the hoop.
Figure 1.2: Traditional player positions in a basketball game
1.2 Traditional Player Evaluation in the NBA
Box score has been the traditional source of metrics to evaluate players in the NBA. There
are the empirical count based statistics for each game. Some of the relevant offesive metrics
are:
• Points: Number of points scored by a player. Number of points scored by a player
per minute is a good approximation of his point contribution.
1Source: https://www.myactivesg.com/Sports/Basketball/How-To-Play/Basketball-Rules/
Basketball-Positions-and-Roles
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• Field Goal Percentage (FG%): This is the ratio of shots (excluding free throws) made
and number of shot attempted by a player. This is a indicator of shot efficiency of a
player. This can be further divided into three point percentage (3P%)and two point
shot percentage.
• Offensive Rebounds(OREB): Count for the number times the ball was grabbed by a
player after a missed shot from a teammate or himself.
• Plus Minus(+/-): The difference between the team’s total score versus their oppo-
nent’s when the player is in the game. This metric captures the overall contribution
of the player taking both defense and offense into account.
Defensive metrics:
• Defensive Rebounds (DREB): Count of the number of times the ball was grabbed by
a player after a missed shot from an opponent player.
• Steals: Number of times a player stole the ball from the ball handler. (leads to a
turnover for the ball handler)
• Blocks: Number of times a player blocked a shot, which resulted in a failed shot
attempt.
The biggest shortcomings of box score statistics are not taking all the players on the court
into account. Most of the box score statistics are individual players numbers that do not
take into accout the identity of other players that affected the event outcome. For instance,
FG% do not consider who the defender was or if the shot was an open shot. On the defense
side, number of the box score statistics are quite limited. Blocks, steals, and rebounds,
along with minutes and what little information offensive numbers yield about defensive
performance are all that is available.
After the invention of SportVU data (discussed in the next section), NBA has added
some advanced player statistics. On the offensive side, we have the following statistics
available on NBA.com:
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• Offensive Rating (ORTG): It is a statistic used to measure a player’s efficiency at
producing points. It is essentially a weighted combination of other box score statistics
without a rigorous statistical basis for the weights.
• Offensive Rebound Percentage (OREB%): A metric that normalizes the number of
offensive rebounds with the team’s offensive rebounds and opponents defensive re-
bounds. This is a more realistic rebound contribution for a player.
• Effective Field Goal Percentage: This statistic adjusts for the fact that a 3-point field
goal is worth one more point than a 2-point field goal.
• True Shooting Percentage: This statistic is an aggregate measure of a players shooting
ability taking into account the field goal percentage, free throw percentage, and three-
point field goal percentage.
All of these advanced statistics for offense do no take into account individual abilities of
either the teammates or the defensive players on the court. Neither do they adjust for the
distance between the shooter and the defensive player when the shot was attempted. On
the defensive end, we have DREB and DRTG which are the defensive analog of OREB and
ORTG respectively. Defensive Win Share (DWS) is another advanced defensive statistics
that represents the number of wins attributed to individual players. This is also a very
coarse metric which only assigns a positive contribution to a defender when a game is won,
which is more of a team effort.
These mainstream player evaluation statistics have largery suffered from the foremen-
tioned limitations because of lack of data. Basketball is a dynamic and fast game that
involves multiple players interacting is a complex spatiotemporal environment. We need
data that captures these interactions to improve these existing statistics. SportVU data
has come to the rescue.
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1.3 SportVU Data
SportVU is an automated ID and tracking technology that has the ability to collect posi-
tioning data of the ball, players and referees during a game. The NBA has partnered with
a data provider, STATS LLC, to install the SportVU cameras in the arenas of all 30 teams
in the league in 2013. The tracking systems record two-dimensional x-y coordinates of 10
players on the court as well as the x-y-z coordinates of the ball at a resolution of 25 frames
per second, yielding over 1 billion space-time observations over the course of a full season.
A raw tracking data point has the game clock, shot clock, and locations of the players and
the ball. The data used for our research include raw tracking data from year 2012 to 2106.
We also have access to the play-by-play data. A play is a macro event that occurs during
a possession. We have 23 different plays that include different types of passes, made and
missed shots, rebounds, fouls, steals etc. We also have access to the details of possession
ending events and the players involved. For instance, in case of a successful shot, we know
the shooter and the player who assisted. Finally, we have the on-court data which gives us
the identifiers of players on the court at any point in time. Since the advent of the player
tracking system, the player tracking data allowed researchers to perform richer analytics
than before on player and team evaluation and discover new findings about the aspects of
the game itself.
Note that this data is not publicly available. We were able to acquire this data from an
NBA team. However, the data used in Chapter 2 was scraped from NBA.com in 2014. The
exact data may not be available on the website anymore.
1.4 Literature Review
Player ranking and evaluation plays a crucial role in the player acquisition and line up
construction in the NBA teams. During the draft season, teams use the player biometric
data and the box score data available from the college level basketball to make their player
acquisition decisions. Basically there are no other alternative data sets to evaluate these for
the major league games. However, when it comes to acquiring free agents or trade major
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league players, the teams have the interaction data of the players in the major league envi-
ronment. Their decision is much more informative because they have observed the player
interacting with other major league players. The samples of player’s performance are from
the actual environment rather than a proxy (college basketball).
Modeling the players’ interactions as a dynamic network or as a Markov chain has been
of interest in the recent past literature. However, all of these works have suffered from a
lack of player interaction information available in the play-by-play or the box score data.
[Shirley, 2007] used a possession-based Markov model to model the progression of a basket-
ball match. The model’s transition matrix was estimated directly from NBA play-by-play
data and indirectly from the teams’ summary statistics. Play-by-play data has the infor-
mation about the start and the end of the possession. For instance, which player got an
inbound pass, who finally took the shot and from where, and the shot outcome. The infor-
mation about the dynamics of ball movement and player interaction during the possesion
is missing from the data set. [Fewell et al., 2012] analyzed the movement of ball during
a possession as a strategic network, defining players as nodes and ball movements as links.
They shed a light on the importance of ball distribution across the team players, especially
with the shot specialists and the point guard in the leadership role, on the game outcome.
In particular, whether the teams consistently moved the ball towards their shooting spe-
cialists, and whether they distributed the ball in a way that reduced predictability emerged
as two major offensive strategies used by the NBA teams. However, they do not take the
identity of the players into account.
A possession in a basketball game consists of many macro events, which are different
strategic ways in which the players pass or shoot the ball. SportVU data gives a very micro
view of events during a possession. It gives the coordinates of all the players on the court
but it does not give any information about the alignment or the defensive assignment of the
players. Defensive assignment plays a big role in estimating defensive or offensive abilities of
players. It allows us to build models that accounts for all the actors (offensive and defensive
players) involved in any event we want to analyze. Traditionally, the defensive assignment
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data has been available for shot attempts only. Also, the assignment has been based on the
physical distance between the players when the shot occurs. The defensive assignment is
usually annotated by a human observer. While it is often clear to a human observer who
is guarding whom, such information is absent from the data. Annotating the data set is a
subjective and labor-intensive task. A straightforward approach for defensive matchup is
to make assignment based on physical proximity. However, this approach does not account
for the realistic scenario of defensive assignment where the matchup is sticky i.e. the assign-
ments do not change frequently. [Franks et al., 2015] is the first paper that accounts for this
fact. They uses the tracking data to infer the defensive assignment of players as the hidden
state of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) at each time during a possession. The core, and
simplifying, assumption of the model is that a defensive player can only be assigned to one
offensive player at a time, which makes defensive matchup a bipartite graph matching prob-
lem. The movement of the defensive players are described as a two dimensional gaussian
distribution on the court with the mean location as a weighted mean of the location of the
assigned offesive player, the hoop, and the ball location. Defensive switches are modeled as
an independent multinomial distribution for each defender. We improve upon this model
as discussed in the next section.
Offense in a possession is mainly driven by a combination of various play events. Iso-
lation, drive, post up, ball screen etc. are some of the plays that teams use to create shot
opportunities. The play-by-play data has been tagged with such events by human annota-
tors. Traditionally, human annotators such as assistant coaches or scouts recognize these
plays in real-time by reading players’ movements and the signaling gestures on and off the
court. Annotating these plays provides useful scouting information, and also helps a team
evaluate its own strategy. However, offensive strategies are complex and dynamic, and can
be executed with multiple variations as the defense reacts and it becomes a labor-internsive
task to tag these events. The task of labeling these events using data mining has been of
recent research interest. [McQueen et al., 2014] propose using support vector machines to
detect a ball screens using human-labeled data. Their method requires the identity of the
on-ball defender, the ball handler, and the screener. They set the defender nearest to the
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ball handler as the on-ball defender. We discovered that the nearest-defender assignment
is only 76% accurate); thus, we expect that the method is unlikely to be very accurate.
Moreover, their work is limited to learning ball screens and requires human tagged data to
train the model. [Miller and Bornn, 2017] takes a topic modeling approach to categories
movements of players into repeated interpretable structures that would allow efficient search
and exploration of player tracking data. The repeatable structures constitue the vocabulory
of a basketball possession and the topic could be a play type like corner-three shot. The
goal of the paper is to summarize possessions as a collection of topics. However, there is no
discussion of detecting events like ball screen and post up. [Wang and Zemel, 2016] classifies
different kinds of offensive play calls using neural networks. The input to the network is
the player coordinates and the output is an indicator of the event occurrance. The neural
network is able to detect patterns in the player’s movement that are predictive of the event
outcome, similar to an image detection problem. However, their method still depends on
the labeled data and is only applicable to detecting team level play calls.
High shot efficiency is the cornerstone of being a great offensive player. Box score and
advanced NBA statistics has many statistics to measure the shooting ability of players
(Points scored, FG%, ORTG, True Shooting Percentage, to name a few). However, these
statistics do not take identity of defensive players into account. [Fearnhead and Taylor,
2011] tries to estimate the offensive and defensive contribution of players taking into ac-
count the identity of all the players in the lineup. [Chang et al., 2014] quantifies the quality
of shot based on the court location and the average shooting percentage. Then they rank
the players based on the quality of shot. However the defense is not taken into account. The
lack of defensive matchup data before SportVU has restricted a significant contribution in
accurate shooting ability estimation. [Miller et al., 2014], [Franks et al., 2015] are some of
the early works after the invention of SportVU data which accounts of defensive matchup
to estimate shooting abilities of player. [Cervone et al., 2016] models the point contribution
of a player (Expected Point Value) as a time series over the course of a possession (much
like a stock market) taking into account other players on the court. Shot quality and de-
fense are two important factors that determine the shooting ability of players. However,
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the past literature has not taken both these factors into account. We defines the quality of
a shot based on its trajectory and use it to learn the shooting abilities of the players taking
defensive matchup into account.
Although defense plays just as important role as offense when it comes to winning a
game, conventional metrics like box scores have been designed to summarize offensive play.
Apart from defensive rebounds, blocks, and steals, defensive metrics are hard to come by
in pre-SportVU literature. Defensive Rating (DRTG) and Defensive Win Share (DWS)
are two advanced statistics used by the NBA to capture the defensive contribution of a
player. Both these metrics are based on discrete events, and are heavily infuenced by
the teammates. [Fearnhead and Taylor, 2011] estimates the defensive and offensive ability
of players using a random effects model on the net point differential given the lineups.
However, the defensive assignment information has been ignored, probably because of lack
of such data. [Franks et al., 2015] uses SportVU data to characterize the defensive abilities of
players in preventing shots taking the defensive matchup and player identities into account.
All of the past work on defensive rating has been based on events such as shot attempt, shot
outcome, point difference etc. Defense is a continuous processes that prevents occurrance
of events. For instance, a tight defense may not even allow a ball handler to attempt a shot
because of unfavorable shot outcome probability. We will disucss our contribution in this
topic in the next section.
1.5 Contribution
With the increasing popularity and competition in professional basketball in the past decade
([Abdul-Jabbar, 2017]) data driven decision has emerged as a big competitive edge. Front
offices of NBA teams increasingly rely on quantitative models to construct lineups, acquire
players, and win games. The emergence of fantasy sports as a multi-billion dollar market
has further motivated the need for prediction tools in the NBA games. The advent of high
frequency tracking data from SportVU has enabled a rigorous analysis of player abilities
and interactions that was not possible before. There is a need for models that take the
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player identity and lineups into account to evaluate individual player abilities. SportVU
data has also enabled automating tasks like play event detection which has traditionally
been tagged as human annotators. To better exploit the information in the tracking data,
we need data driven models that captures the nuances of a basketball game using the tradi-
tional machine learning and statistical analysis tools. This need has motivated five research
goals addressed in this thesis.
1. Develop a graphical model to simulate the progression of a possession taking into
account the identity of the players on the court. This allows use to simulate the effect
of a player substitution or even a hypothetical lineup on the outcome, hence help the
teams decide a better lineup given the opponent lineup.
2. We improve upon an existing framework to detect defensive assignment as the hidden
state of a HMM as the possession progresses. We also quantify the notion of gravity
in basketball.
3. We propose an unsupervised learning framework that does not require any manually
tagged data to detect play events like post up, screen, and drive that .
4. We propose a new shot efficiency ranking of player based on the quality of shot
trajectory rather than the shot outcome.
5. We introduce Defensive Efficiency Rating (DER), a new statistic that measures the
defensive effectiveness of a player at a court location accounting for the offensive player
they defend.
Conventional approaches to simulate matches have ignored that in basketball the dynam-
ics of ball movement is very sensitive to the lineups on the court and unique identities of
players on both offense and defense sides. In the second chapter, we propose the simulation
infrastructure that can bridge the gap between player identity and team level network. We
model the progression of a basketball match using a probabilistic graphical model. We
model every touch event in a game as a sequence of transitions between discrete states.
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We treat the progression of a match as a graph, where each node represents the network
structure of players on the court, their actions, events, etc., and edges denote possible moves
in the game flow. Our results show that either changes in the team lineup or changes in the
opponent team lineup significantly affects the dynamics of a match progression. Evaluation
on the match data for the 2013-16 NBA season suggests that the graphical model approach
is appropriate for modeling a basketball match.
NBA teams value players who can “stretch” the floor, i.e. create space on the court
by drawing their defender(s) closer to themselves. Clearly, this ability to attract defend-
ers varies across players, and furthermore, this effect may also vary by the court location
of the offensive player, and whether or not the player is the ball handler. For instance,
a ball-handler near the basket attracts a defender more when compared to a non ball-
handler at the 3 point line. This has a significant effect on the defensive assignment. This
is particularly important because defensive assignment has become the cornerstone of all
tracking data based player evaluation models. In chapter 3, we propose a new model to
learn player and court location specific offensive attraction. We show that offensive players
indeed have varying ability to attract the defender in different parts of the court. Using this
metric, teams can evaluate players to construct a roster or lineup which maximizes spacing.
We also improve upon the existing defensive matchup inference algorithm for SportVU data.
While the ultimate goal of the offense is to shoot the ball, the strategy lies in creating
good shot opportunities. Offensive play event detection has been a topic of research inter-
est. Current research in this area have used a supervised learning approach to detect and
classify such events. We took an unsupervised learning approach to detect these events.
This has two inherent benefits: first, there is no need for pretagged data to learn identifying
these events which is a lobor intensive and error prone task; second, an unsupervised ap-
proach allows us to detect events that has not been tagged yet i.e. novel events. We use a
HMM based approach to detect these events at any point in the time during a possession by
specifying the functional form of the prior distribution on the player movement data. We
test our framework on detecting ball screen, post up, and drive. However, it can be easily
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extended to events like isolation or a new event that has certain distinct defensive matchup
or player movement feature compared to a non event. This is the topic for chapter 4.
Accurate estimation of the offensive and the defensive abilities of players in the NBA
plays a crucial role in player selection and ranking. A typical approach to estimate players’
defensive and offensive abilities is to learn the defensive assignment for each shot and then
use a random effects model to estimate the offensive and defensive abilities for each player.
The scalar estimate from the random effects model can then be used to rank player. In this
approach, a shot has a binary outcome, either it is made or it is a miss. This approach is
not able to take advantage of the “quality” of the shot trajectory. In chapter 5, we propose
a new method for ranking players that infers the quality of a shot trajectory using a deep
recurrent neural network, and then uses this quality measure in a random effects model
to rank players taking defensive matchup into account. To penalize the complexity of the
neural network model, we use random dropouts [Srivastava et al., 2014]. We show that the
quality information significantly improves the player ranking. We also show that including
the quality of shots increases the separation between the learned random effect coefficients,
and thus, allows for a better differentiation of player abilities. Further, we show that we are
able to infer changes in the player’s ability on a game-by-game basis when using a trajectory
based model. A shot based model does not have enough information to detect changes in
player’s ability on a game-by-game basis.
A good defensive player prevents its opponent from making a shot, attempting a good
shot, making an easy pass, or scoring events, eventually leading to wasted shot clock time.
The salient feature here is that a good defender prevents events. Consequently, event driven
metrics, such as box scores, cannot measure defensive abilities. Conventional wisdom in
basketball is that “pesky” defenders continuously maintain a close distance to the ball
handler. A closely guarded offensive player is less likely to take or make a shot, less likely
to pass, and more likely to lose the ball. In chapter 6, we introduce Defensive Efficiency
Rating (DER), a new statistic that measures the defensive effectiveness of a player. DER
is the effective distance a defender maintains with the ball handler during an interaction
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where we control for the identity and wingspan of the the defender, the shot efficiency of
the ball handler, and the zone on the court. DER allows us to quantify the quality of
defensive interaction without being limited by the occurrence of discrete and infrequent
events like shots and rebounds. We show that the ranking from this statistic naturally
picks out defenders known to perform well in particular zones.
1.6 Software Usage
We relied on open source software for inference in our models. For random effects model, we
used the lme4 package in R ([Bates et al., ]); for neural network based models, we used the
PyTorch package in Python (pytorch.org). glm2 ([Marschner, 2011]) package was used
to fit generalized linear models in R and for fitting the Non-negative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) model, we used the scikit-learn package in Python.
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Chapter 2
Graphical Model for Basketball
Match Simulation
This chapter is based on the paper “Graphical model for basketball match simulation” [Oh
et al., 2015] which is a joint work with Min-hwan Oh and Professor Garud Iyengar.
2.1 Introduction
Predicting the outcomes of professional sports events is one of the most popular practices
in the sports media, fan communities and, of course, sport betting related industries. Pre-
dictions range from human prediction to statistical analysis of historical data. In recent
years with the advent of player tracking data, basketball, specifically the NBA, has re-
ceived much attention as a domain of analytics. Many new metrics have been introduced
to evaluate players and teams. However, there are no studies that fully take advantage of
the rich player tracking data to simulate the outcomes of basketball matches. Most of the
previous simulation approaches in basketball have focused on win-loss predictions, ignoring
the progression of matches. In order to obtain detailed “microsimulation” of a basketball
game, [Shirley, 2007] and [Sˇtrumbelj and Vracˇar, 2012] used a possession-based Markov
model to model the progression of a basketball match. However, these studies treat each
team as merely a single entity rather than collective union of individual players. These
previous studies ignore that in basketball the dynamics of ball movement is very sensitive
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to the lineups on the court and unique identities of players on both offense and defense sides.
One can ask, “Is Miami Heat the same team without LeBron James? Or, can Oklahoma
City Thunder be an elite team without Kevin Durant and Russell Westbrook?” Taking in-
dividual players into account in a simulation process is not just about addressing the issues
with trades or changes in the roster in the preseason but also changes in lineups of teams
during a season, which appear almost on a day-to-day basis, either in a starting lineup or
bench lineup — whether it is due to injuries or strategic reasons. These changes do have
an impact on final game results.
[Fewell et al., 2012] used network analysis in which they analyzed ball movement of
teams, mapping game progression pass by pass. They assessed differences in team’s offensive
strategy by their network properties. While their objective was not to simulate matches,
they still did not address the unique identities of players, which is prevalent especially in
basketball. Questions such as “With Tim Duncan and Tony Parker out tonight, will the
Spurs win against the Rockets?” still remained unanswered.
In this paper, we propose the simulation infrastructure that can bridge the gap between
player identity and team level network. We model the progression of a basketball match
using a probabilistic graphical model. The model shows the ball movement of every play
and subsequent game events based on player level pass interaction, shot frequency given
teammates and defenders, shot accuracy against the defense, rebound etc. We follow the
natural and intuitive flow of a basketball match as shown in Figure 2.1.
2.2 Data
Our model is calibrated using the player tracking data and play-by-play game log data from
the matches for the 2013-2016 season1. Both these data sets were available on NBA.com.
1We ignore 2012-2013 season because we have many games missing for that season from our dataset,
which makes the data insufficient for a season-by-season analysis.
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Figure 2.1: Graphical Model for sequence of events in each possession
We also used the lineup data available on basketball-reference.com. See Table 2.1 for
the specific data fields that we have used for the analysis done in this chapter. Note that
we did not have access to the the raw tracking data for the analysis done in this chapter.
Many of our modeling choices would have been different if we were using the raw tracking
data.
Table 2.1: Data fields used for analysis
xy coordinate of the shot location
Player action and shot events (see Figure 2.1)
Closest defensive assignment for each shot
The lineup for each possession
Number of touches by each player in a possession
Number of passes between each pair of players in a game
Total number of possessions in each game
2.3 Method
We do our analysis on a season-by-season basis. This allows us to compare the result with
the actual box score and game outcomes for each season separately. Further, because of
players changing teams, team dynamics changes significantly with the change in season.
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Training the models separately for each season keeps them in sync with the team dynamics
which does not change much over a season. We treat the progression of a match as a graph
(see Figure 2.1), where each node represent be the possession of the ball by a player (blue
nodes), their actions (green and purple nodes), shot events (orange nodes) etc., and edges
denote possible moves in the game flow. We model every touch and event in a game as a
sequence of transitions between nodes. We learn the conditional probability of the edges
from the data. We simulate ball movements between players, how likely a player is to take
a shot, and how defense and teammates affect the dynamics.
Table 2.2: Summary of Notation
Notation Meaning Section
Lo Offensive team lineup 2.2, 2.4, 2.6
Ld Defensive team lineup 2.2, 2.6
γi Player i’s propensity to take a shot 2.2
γ˜i Player i’s propensity to take a shot given the defensive lineup 2.2
βi Player i’s ability to deter shot attempt 2.2
αij Tendency of player i to pass to player j 2.4
θid Shooting ability of player i at basis d 2.3
φid Defensive ability of player i to reduce shot accuracy at basis d 2.3
ψid Player i’s ability to draw a shooting foul at basis d 2.5
ζid Player j’s foul proneness at basis d 2.5
ρdi Defensive rebound grabbing ability of player i 2.6
ρoi Offensive rebound grabbing ability of player i 2.6
τa Average possession time of team a 2.7
2.3.1 Start of Possession
We model the start of a possession by a team as a multinomial distribution between players
on the court. If the possession starts with an inbound pass, we sample the starting player
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according to distribution of historical backcourt touch data. On the other hand, if the
possession starts with a defensive rebound or a steal, then it is trivial since the player who
starts the possession has been already decided. Methods to compute rebound probabilities
and to sample a steal event are discussed in later sections.
2.3.2 Shot Frequency
We model the probability of a field goal attempt for a given touch as a Bernoulli distribution
with probability












γi ∼ N(0, σ2γ),
βj ∼ N(0, σ2β)
with σ(x) = exp(x)/(1 + exp(x)). Si is an indicator for whether player i attempts a shot
given a touch. Lo and Ld represent the lineups of the offensive team and defensive team
respectively. γi is a parameter which determines how likely a player is to take a shot and
βj is the defensive ability of player j to reduce shot frequency. The weight wij determines
how much player i is affected by the defense of player j which is proportional to the time






which is negative (or positive) if the propensity of player j to take a shot is less (or more)
than average teammates’ propensity. The reasoning behind this model is that an event of a
player taking a shot depends not only on his propensity to shoot and his defender but also
on the propensity of his teammates. We can take Kevin Durant and Russell Westbrook
of the Oklahoma City Thunder as an example: when Kevin Durant is not on the court,
Russell Westbrook tends to shoot more.
2For simulation purposes, we set the weight wij propotional to the frequency of an offensive player
who players in position a being guarded by a defensive player in position b. We use the closest defensive
assignment data when a shot is attempted to learn this weight
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This model simplifies into a random effects model with constant factors for each of the
independent variables as shown below (note that w is precomputed).















γi ∼ N(0, σ2γ),
βj ∼ N(0, σ2β)
For the dependent variable Si, we use the number of shot attempts and touches by a player
in each possession. Using mean field approximation, we randomly assign 0 or 1 to each touch
in a possession by player i such that their sum is equal to the number of shot attempts in
that possession. Finally, we fit the model using lme4 package ([Bates et al., ]) in R.
2.3.3 Shot Efficiency
To model shot efficiency of a player, our approach is similar to [Franks et al., 2015]. Given
that a player attempts a field goal, we model shot efficiency (the probability that the player
makes a shot) as a function of the offensive player’s skill, the defender at the time of the
shot, and the location of the shot on the court.
p (Yi = 1 | d, θ, φ) = σ (θid − φjd)
θid ∼ N(0, σ2θd),
φjd ∼ N(0, σ2φd)
(2.1)
Here, Yi is an indicator for whether player i made the shot, d represents the basis from
which the shot was taken, θid is the shooting ability of player i at basis d, and φjd is the
defensive ability of the closest defensive player j to reduce shot accuracy at basis d. Note
that our model is slightly different from [Franks et al., 2015]. In particular, we do not take
the distance between the offensive and defensive player into account. The justification is
that the ability of the defender is also characterized by how closely he defends the player.
Thus, the parameter φjd takes into account how closely is player j able to defend basis d.
This assumption is important in our simulation model because we are not modeling the dis-
tance between the defender and the shooter while the shooter attempts a shot. We apriori
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assign the weighted average of defense depending on the shot basis and the position of the
defenders on the court. Thus, while simulating the game, once a player decides to take a
shot, we sample the shot location using the basis loadings. Then, the success probability of
the shot is given by the shot efficiency model.
2.3.4 Pass Network
We model the passes between players as a network with edge weight parameterized by αij
(i 6= j). The probability that player i passes to player j if player i chooses to pass is given
by
p (i→ j | α,Lo) = αij∑
k 6=i,k∈Lo αik
where we only take into account α’s for players on the court. Note that the probability that
player i passes to player j depends not only on players i and j but also other teammates
on the court. To learn the α matrix, we use EM algorithm ([Bishop, 2006]) on the data of
total number of passes between each player and the total number of possession each lineup
had in every game. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the α matrix we learned for the San
Antonio Spurs, with αij as the i, j entry of the matrix. This matrix can be used to get the
exact pass probabilities among players given the lineup.
To fit the model, we use the data of total number of passes between every pair of players
in a game and the total number of passes initiated by each player in a possession. Note that
since we do not know the number of passes among the players in each possession, we use
EM algorithm to infer that. We treat the number of passes between every pair of players in
each possession as a hidden variable. In the E step, given the α parameters, total number
of passes between a pair of players in the full game, and the number of passes initiated
by a player in a possesion (number of touches - number of shots - number of rebounds -
number of turnovers), we sample the number of passes between each pair of players in each
possession. In the M step, given the sample of number of passes betweeen each pair of
players, we recompute the α parameters.

































































Figure 2.2: Rows are passers and columns are receivers. Note that the diagonal entries are set to
zero. The α matrix for the San Antonio Spurs 2013-14 roster (left) shows that Tony Parker and
Patty Mills are more likely to receive passes from most of the other players. This was expected due
to their position and role as primary ball handler. We create a pass probability matrix for different
lineups (right) by extracting a corresponding entry of the α matrix and normalized by each row. We
observe that replacing two players in the lineup results in a different pass probability matrix. This
allows us to obtain the passing distribution of any arbitrary lineup in a team.
2.3.5 Shooting Foul & Free Throw
We model shooting fouls as a function of the shooter’s ability to draw a foul, defender’s foul
proneness, and the location (basis) of the shot on the court. The approach is similar to the
model for shot efficiency.
p (SF (i, j) = 1 | d, ψ, ζ) = σ (ψid + ζjd)
ψid ∼ N(0, σ2ψd),
ζjd ∼ N(0, σ2ζd)
SF (i, j) is an indicator for whether the player i was fouled by player j while shooting. ψid
is player i’s ability to draw a shooting foul at basis d, and ζjd represents the defender’s foul
proneness at basis d. Therefore, if a defender is more foul prone, then there is a higher
chance of shooting foul. As for the free throws, we use free throw percentage for each player
to sample a free throw success event. This is a reasonable approach since a free throw does
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not depend on the opponents or teammates.
To fit this model, we use exactly the same approach as the Shot Efficiency model (see
2.3.3). We know the closest defensive assignment for every shot from the possession data.
During simulation, we use the defensive assignment based on the historical average (same
as the shot efficiency model).
2.3.6 Rebound
We model rebound as a competition between the players on court. Since there is a clear
difference in effort required to grab a defensive and an offensive rebound, we assume that
each player i has a defensive and an offensive rebound ability represented by ρdi and ρ
o
i
respectively. Given the current lineup of offensive and defensive team on the court, the
probability of player i grabbing an defensive or an offensive rebound is given by




















DRi and ORi are indicators for player i grabbing a defensive rebound and an offensive
rebound respectively. In this model, the rebound grabbing ability of a team depends on
the players of both the teams on court. This model allows us to estimate rebound grabbing
probability for arbitrary lineups.
2.3.7 Number of Possessions
In our model, we assume that a possession starts with an inbound pass, a defensive rebound,
or a steal. To model number of possessions, we assume that team i on an average takes
time τi to end a possession. This assumption aligns with the traditional notion of Pace
Factor which is a part of Hollinger Team Statistics in the NBA. The Pace Factor of a team
is defined as the number of possessions a team uses per game. τ can be interpreted as a
factor inversely proportional to the pace factor. Thus, total number of possessions for each
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team in a game between team a and team b should be close to Tiτa+τb , where Ti is duration
of the game i. We have the data for total number of possessions in a game, η. To learn τ ,










where Ti is duration of game i, ηi is the number of possessions in game i, and Iki = 1 if
team k plays in game i. 3
2.3.8 Turnover
In our model, we assume that there are two types of turnover. One type is stolen balls and
the other type includes all the other turnovers that results in an inbound pass (offensive
foul, out-of-bounds, etc.). We calculate average probability of turnover per touch for each
player from the historical data and use that independent of current lineup. We also sample
a stolen ball event from turnover event. Given a stolen ball, we assign a steal to a defensive
player with probability proportional to his average steal rate compared to average steal rate
of his teammates on court. Given a non-stolen ball turnover, we start from an inbound
pass.
2.3.9 Simulation
For simulation purposes, lineup is an input parameter to our model. One can try different
lineups against an opponent team, modifying the number of possessions given to particular
lineups. For fitting and testing our model, we use the actual lineups used in each game.
After we learn all the required parameters mentioned above, we compute conditional prob-
ability for each edge in the possession graph displayed in Figure 2.1. We draw a sample
3One can make a case about using sampling random number of possessions for each game. Although it
might be a more practical thing to do, we believe that it will not make a difference in the outcome of the
game averaged over large sample. Also, using fixed number of possessions for a given pair of teams allows
us to get away with overtime play complexities. The dynamics of games change pretty significantly during
overtime plays. The lineups used by teams during overtime are very season and game situation dependent.
Handling these edge cases during simulation would not be practical.
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Table 2.3: R2 for True vs. Predicted win percentages




of events using the graphical model for each possession. We repeat this sampling process
until we reach the estimated number of possessions. This gives us one sample of single
match statistics. We simulate a match multiple times to estimate expected statistics for
both players and teams. We then assign a win to a team with more number of wins. We
also get the probability that a team will win.
2.4 Result
We used our model to simulate the season record for each of the 30 NBA teams for three
seasons between 2013-2016. We used 70% of 1230 matches in the regular season as the
training set and the remaining 30% as the test set. Figure 2.3 shows that the model
provides a good estimate of the teams’ actual win percentages with the within-sample R-
squared 0.92, and the out-of-sample R-squared 0.87 for season 2013-14. Table 2.3 shows the
result for all three seasons.
Our model’s performance in predicting average winning percentage is comparable to [Shirley,
2007] and [Sˇtrumbelj and Vracˇar, 2012]. The predicted per-game season average personal
statistics such as points per game (PPG) shows correlation with the actual data (see Table
2.4 and Figure 2.4). For player level statistics, we have higher variance and bias in our
prediction, especially for players who score fewer points.
We used our model on the 2014 NBA Finals matchup between the San Antonio Spurs and
the Miami Heat. We computed the conditional probabilities for the pass network and player
actions of the Spurs’ starting lineup against the defense of the Heat’s starting lineup, and the
graph for the matchup is shown in Figure 2.5a. While fixing the defense, player substitutions
— Boris Diaw for Tim Duncan and Manu Ginobili for Danny Green — result in a graph




















































































































































Figure 2.3: True vs. predicted win percentages for the 2013-14 season
with different conditional probabilities of all events (Figure 2.5b). We observe that Ginobili
attracts the ball from other players more than Green does. Also with Duncan out, we expect
more ball movement between backcourt players, and team shooting also shifts significantly
towards guards and small forward. Note that Ginobili and Diaw have the same positions as
Green and Duncan respectively. However, the graphs are quite different for the two lineups
within the same team. This suggests that defining the possession network of a team only in
terms of player positions is not sufficient. For another comparison, we also computed the
network of the Spurs’ starting lineup against the Portland Trail Blazers’ starting lineup, i.e.
fixing the team lineup but changing the opponent lineup or team (Figure 2.5c). We observe
a clear drop in Duncan’s shot attempt probability, compared to the base case against the
Heat in Figure 2.5a. This is due to the effect of his defender, Lamarcus Aldridge, who has
a higher defensive ability to reduce shot frequency. Subsequently, we observe an increase in















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.4: True vs. predicted average point for players for the 2013-14 season
expected shot frequency for Parker. These comparisons suggest that either changes in the
team lineup or in the opponent team lineup significantly affects the dynamics of a match
progression.
Having established that the ball dynamics is significantly influenced by different sets of
players on the court, our model can be used to evaluate the effect of different lineups on
game results. For demonstration, we simulated the 2014 NBA Finals with two distinct sets
of lineups of the Spurs while keeping the lineups of the Heat fixed (we used the Heat’s lineups
used in Game 5 of the Finals for both case 1 and case 2). We assigned different weights to
each lineup as shown in Figure 2.6 in order to allocate different number of possessions given
to lineups in a given game. 101 simulations were performed to determine the probability of
win for each team as described in Section 2.9. We applied conventional best-of-seven playoff
format to determine the winner of the Finals. The results show that changes in lineups and
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Table 2.4: R2 for True vs. Predicted PPG for players




weights affect the outcome of the series.
2.5 Conclusion
The simulation model we propose helps answer not only the team level questions, e.g. which
team will win a match, or which teams will advance to the playoffs, but also player level
questions, such as how well a specific player will perform in a given match or the entire
season. The model offers the infrastructure for match simulation that will allow the front
office or the coaching staff of the team to evaluate the performance of hypothetical lineups
against specific opponents. It also gives insight on minute allocation between players. One
of the limitations of our current simulation model is not being able to estimate pass network
for hypothetical lineup of players from different teams since we do not have the pass data
for players from different teams (also because there are distinct pass structures for different
teams as argued by [Fewell et al., 2012]). Also, we do not take assist and block into
account in the simulation. Our future endeavor would be to modify our model to overcome
these limitations. This will help the teams evaluate the value of future acquisitions in the
context of the existing roster. Moreover, the simulation model could also be used to predict
performance of Fantasy Basketball teams.











OFF Duncan Parker Leonard Green Splitter 
DEF Lewis Chalmers James Wade Bosh 
(a) The San Antonio Spurs starting lineup’s offense against











OFF Diaw Parker Leonard Ginobili Splitter 
DEF Lewis Chalmers James Wade Bosh 











OFF Duncan Parker Leonard Green Splitter 
DEF Aldridge Lillard Batum Matthews Lopez 
(c) Change in the opponent team
Figure 2.5: Graphs of offense with changes in the team lineup or in the opponent lineup/team.
(Edge thickness is proportional to the probability of the event)
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Lineup Weight 
Parker Green Leonard Duncan Diaw 0.3 
Parker Ginobili Leonard Duncan Splitter 0.15 






Parker Ginobili Leonard Duncan Splitter 0.3 
Parker Green Ginobili Duncan Diaw 0.15 





4 : 2 





Figure 2.6: Simulation results on the 2014 NBA Finals
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Chapter 3
Defensive Assignment
This chapter is based on the paper “Automatic event detection in basketball using HMM
with energy based defensive assignment” [Keshri et al., ] which is a joint work with Min-
hwan Oh, Sheng Zhang, and Professor Garud Iyengar.
Good basketball always starts with good defense.
–Bobby Knight
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Statistics have always been important in basketball. Points scored, rebounds, assists, steals,
etc. have long been recorded and reported on box scores. However, box score statis-
tics provide very coarse information for understanding the ability and characteristics of
a player, and strategies of teams. Furthermore, box score statistics mainly describe the
offensive performance of players, and the defensive performance goes unrecognized. A
straight forward method of choice to learn offensive and defensive abilities of a player
for an event (various shot types, for example) has been to model the outcome of the
event as a function of the abilities of players involved in that event [Oh et al., 2015;
Franks et al., 2015]. While the optical player tracking data provides the location of the
players and the ball, it does not provide the defensive assignment of the players. Before we
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can assess performance, we need to be able to learn from data which players were defending
against which offensive player 1 and which offensive and defensive players were involved in
particular events during the matchup. The defensive matchup is a crucial input for estimat-
ing player abilities or event detections (such as ball screen, pick and roll etc.). In this work
we propose unsupervised learning methods for learning the time evolution of defensive as-
signment in a possession, which serves as a basis for further analytics on player performance
and event detection. NBA teams today value players who can stretch the floor on offense.
This attribute, also referred to as gravity in basketball (see [Pelton, 2014]), is represented by
the ability of an offensive player to draw his defender(s) closer to himself. (“It’s impossible
to understand the way NBA offenses and defenses operate without understanding gravity”
[Pelton, 2014]). Clearly, this attraction effect is not the same for all the players — some
players attract their defenders more than others. Furthermore, the ball has attraction that
pulls defenders toward itself because of the need to pressure the ball handler and keep him
from getting a wide-open shot. This effect varies by the court location and the ball location.
For instance, a ball-handler near the basket attracts a defender more compared to a non
ball-handler at the 3 point line. The goal of this paper is to propose a model to learn the
defensive assignment and attraction of players using the optical player tracking data.
[Franks et al., 2015] introduces a hidden Markov model (HMM) based framework to
learn the defensive assignment of players. The hidden states of the HMM refer to the defen-
sive assignment of the five defensive players on the court. However, their method does not
take player identity or court location into account. In addition, their defense assignment
transition model assumes uniform distribution, i.e. a defender is equally likely to switch to
guard any offensive players, and does not capture the interaction of players. This leads to
incorrect defensive assignments, especially when multiple players are closely involved in an
event. We build upon this framework by allowing spatial variation in the defender behavior
among different ball handlers, as well as proposing a more flexible, “bond breaking” model
for matchup switches.
1We are implicitly assuming one-on-one defense, which is the case in the NBA.
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We take an HMM based approach to jointly model the defensive assignment and the
attraction coefficients of the players. The hidden states of the HMM refer to the defensive
assignment of the five defensive players on the court, similar to [Franks et al., 2015]. The
location of a defensive player is modeled as a Gaussian distribution over the court with
the mean given by an affine combination of the location of the ball, the hoop, and the
location of the offensive player that he is guarding. The parameters of the affine combina-
tion defines the attraction coefficients with respect to the ball, the hoop, and the offensive
player respectively. A higher attraction coefficient of the offensive player means higher
attraction effect i.e. the player pulls the defender closer. We learn a separate attraction
coefficient of each player for each point on the court. This allows us to model the grav-
ity of each offensive player. To improve our estimation of the attraction coefficients, we
use a Gaussian process (GP) prior over the court with shared mean across the players
[Rasmussen, 2004]. Sharing the mean parameter of the GP helps in pooling information
across the players. The covariance structure of the GP helps in smoothing the coefficients,
hence sharing information across the court locations. The transition in the hidden state
refers to the change in defensive assignment. We model the transition distribution using a
bond breaking/formation principle. A bond refers to a matchup of a defensive player to an
offensive player. Breaking/formation of a bond refers to a change in the defensive assign-
ment. Certain defensive assignments are more stable than others, hence are less likely to
change. For example, double team lasts a for short period, and hence is an unstable bond
configuration. These bonds are easier to break (or harder to form). This fixes the limita-
tion of [Franks et al., 2015] in which all defensive assignments are equally likely at any time.
Subsection 3.2.1 describes the specification of the location of a defender and the GP
prior on the parameters. Subsection 3.2.2 describes the HMM model with our novel bond
based transition probability matrix. In Section 3.3, we describe our inference algorithm for
the attraction coefficients and the bond parameters. Section 3.4 demonstrates the results
and compare the accuracy of our defensive assignment with other benchmarks. We further
present the defensive attraction heat maps we learned for selected players as well as average
attraction coefficients for selected team rosters. Finally, in Section 3.5, we describe the
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usage of our model and next steps.
3.1.1 Data
We use SportVU data from 2015-2016 NBA regular season. We remove players who played
in fewer than 700 possessions, leaving a total of around 372 players. The reason why we
filter players under this threshold is to be able to get more stable estimates since we pool
information across different players. We parse the data from the moment that the ball
handler carries that ball to the offensive front court and stops when any possession ending
event such as shot, turn over, foul, etc. happens, and we define it as a single possession.
Note that we do not train our model on data for more than one season. There are two
reasons for this choice. First, we are fitting our model on a very granular data set (close
to a billion data points for each season) which is sufficient for a highly accurate estimate of
the parameters, and hence, using data from multiple seasons is not likely to have any effect
on the accuracy of the parameter estimates. Second, human tagiing on video data in order
to test the accuracy of the defensive matchup is a time intensive task. It was not feasible to
tag multiple games from different seasons to test our model’s performance. Furthermore,
the performance of our model would be put to additional tests in the later chapters and we
show that the defensive assignments from our model yield significantly superior results as
compared to existing models.
3.2 METHODOLOGY
3.2.1 Basic Setting
Let Ω be the space of all possible basketball possessions. For ω ∈ Ω, we index each defensive
player by i ∈ {1, ..., 5} and each offensive player by j ∈ {1, ..., 5}. We define T (ω) to be the
length of the possession ω. Then, for time 0 ≤ t ≤ T (ω), we have the following locations
• Otj(ω): location of the offensive player j at t
• Bt(ω): location of the ball at t,
• H: the location of the hoop
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Note that without loss of generality, we transform the space so that all possessions occur
in the same half. Hence, H is fixed for all t and ω. Let Ztj = [Otj , Bt, H]
>. We assume that
the canonical location for a defender guarding the offensive player j at time t is Z>tjΓ, where
Γ = [γo, γb, γh]
> with Γ>1 = 1 i.e. a convex combination of the position of the offender Otj ,
the current location of the ball Bt, and the location of the hoop H. See Figure 3.1.
Let Itij be an indicator for whether defender i is guarding offender j at time t. Multiple
defenders can guard the same offensive player, but each defender can only be guarding one
offensive player at any instant. [Franks et al., 2015] assumes that the observed location of a
defender i, given that they are guarding offender j, is normally distributed about the mean
location






Note that in this setting Γ does not depend on player identity nor location on the court.
This is equivalent to arguing that attraction effect is the same for all players and across all
court location. However, as stated in the introduction, the heterogeneity in the nature of
offensive players regarding defensive attraction suggests that we need to take player identity
into consideration. Moreover, for a given offensive player, how much the offensive player
draws his defender depends on where the player is located, so Γ is location dependent.
Figure 3.1: Canonical defensive location with player and location dependency on Γ
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We index players globally with p ∈ P , where P denotes the set of all players in the league
that satisfy the threshold for the number of possessions as stated in Subsection 3.1.1. We
divide the offensive half of the court into 2ft× 2ft bins i.e. a total of 575 bins. We index
these bins by k ∈ {1, ...,K = 575}. We let Γpk denote the attraction coefficient of player p at
location k. When we model defensive assignment and attraction, we pick Γ corresponding
to the offensive player and his location. We do so by using a mapping g from time t and
offensive player index j to global player index p and the grid index k.
g : t× j 7→ p× k
The observed location of a defender i at time t, given that they are guarding offender
j, is Normally distributed about the mean location Z>tjΓg(t,j)






In order to allow us to pool information across players while learning Γpk for all p ∈ P
and k ∈ K, we employ a Gaussian process (GP) prior on the vector Γp, where Γp =
[Γp1, ...,ΓpK ]
> is a stacked vector of Γpk. We use GP prior with mean µΓ and the covariance
matrix K with the structure:
cov(γopk, γ
o



























where xk and xl denote the center of bin k and bin l respectively. These kernels are chosen
to induce the spatial smoothness in defensive attraction of players,. Note that we only allow
the γ values of same type to be correlated across bins. Furthermore, since we use a GP
prior, this yields a normal approximation to the posterior.
3.2.2 Hidden Markov Model
In each offensive team possession, defense starts with some initial assignments. These
assignments progress over time as players and the ball move around on the court. We
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model the progression of defense assignments (as given by the matrix of matchups, I) over
the course of a possession using a hidden Markov model. The hidden states It represent the
mapping of defenders to offensive players at any given time t. The complete data likelihood
for one possession is the following:















Dti|Itij = 1,Γ, σ2D
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, the emission distribution, is Normally distributed as stated




is the transition distribution, which we discuss in


















I0 I1 I2 I3 . . .
D0 D1 D2 D3
Figure 3.2: Hidden Markov model for each offensive possession: In each offensive team possession,
defense starts with some initial assignments. These assignments progress over time as players and
the ball move around on the court. We do not explicitly observe the assignments but we do observe
locations of defenders. The locations of defenders depend on assignments. Hence, it is sensible to
model the sequence of defense as hidden Markov model
3.2.2.1 Transition Probability
A state in our HMM is defined by the defensive matching. There are total of 55 (= 3125)
possible matchings. It is computationally infeasible to learn the transition probability be-
tween each pair of states. A possible simplification is to point that each defensive player
makes a transition independent of other [Franks et al., 2015]. However, this contradicts
the defensive coordination in basketball. For example, it is rare for two players to guard an























Figure 3.3: Bipartite graph representation of match-up transition: Player 7, highlighted with yellow,
is the ball handler. The arrows represent defensive assignments. For example, defenders 2 and 3
are guarding player 7 – a double team state – in the left graph. The right graph shows one-on-one
match-up. We assume that the state in the upper graph is a higher energy state (i.e. less stable)
than the state in the lower graph. The change in the energy would be e2 + τ − e3
off-ball player simultaneously. An independent defense transition model would not penalize
such a transition. We propose a transition probability model that builds on a chemical
bonding like formalism. Each “bond” corresponds to a defensive matchup and a defen-
sive player switching to guard another player corresponds to breaking and forming a new
“bond”. There is a bond energy associated with each bond configuration, and there is a
cost of going from one configuration to another based on the number of bonds broken and
formed. We define four types of bond with the associated energy given by:
• e1: 1-on-1 on-ball bond
• e2: 1-on-1 off-ball bond
• e3: 2-on-1 on-ball bond
• e4: 2-on-1 off-ball bond
Let Bt denotes the location of the ball at time t. Bt ∈ {0, 1, . . . 5} where Bt = 0 means the
ball is in the air and Bt = i means the ball is with player i = 1, 2, . . . 5. Let ki denote the
number of defensive players defending player i. The defensive matchup at time t is defined
by the vector St ∈ R4.





where F it =

[0, 0, 0, 0]>, if ki = 0
[1, 0, ki − 1, 0]>, if ki ≥ 1 and Bt = i
[0, 1, 0, ki − 1]>, if ki ≥ 1 and Bt 6= i
We define the energy of a match up as Et = S
T
t e, where e = [e1, e2, e3, e4]
>. Let τ refers
to the cost of breaking and forming a new bond i.e. the cost of switching single defensive
assignment. Given the ball state at time t and t + 1, the amount of energy required to
change the state from St to St+1 is given by ∆E = Et+1−Et + ηtτ , where ηt is the number
of defensive assignment change from St to St+1. We define the probability of changing the
state from St to St+1 as:
P (St → St+1|Bt, Bt+1) ∝ e−∆E (3.1)
Note that to get the exact probability, we need to divide the denominator by sum of the
proportionality term for all possible values of St+1. However, since the number of possible
St+1 states are 3125, this makes our optimization algorithm computationally expensive.
We make a simplifying assumption that at most one “bond” could be changed at a time.
Under this assumption, the number of possible St+1 states becomes 25 which makes our op-
timization algorithm very tractable. Although this assumption might seem very restrictive,
since the temporal resolution of our data is very high (0.04s), multiple changes in defense
could be captured in consecutive time points and it would have almost same effect as these
changes happening simultaneously.
3.3 Inference
Figure 3.4 is the graphical model representation of the defensive assignment model. To
sample one possession using the generating process corresponding to the graphical model:
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1. For each player and each court location, choose a Γpk ∼ N (µΓ,K)
2. For each time point, sample defensive assignment I using the Markov chain with the
bond energy based transition matrix
3. Sample each defender’s location at each time point using














Figure 3.4: Graphical representation of defensive assignment model
We take an MCMC sampling ([Andrieu et al., 2003]) approach to learn the parameters
of our model. The output of our model is the defense assignment for each time point in
each possession. Our sampling based approach to learn the model parameters is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1. In step 2, given the bond parameters and the normal likelihood of
D, sampling I using forward filtering and backward sampling algorithm is straight forward
([Bishop, 2006]). In step 3, we update the bond parameters given the state transitions I
using the gradient based BFGS algorithm for maximizing the likelihood P (I|τ, e) ([Wright
and Nocedal, 1999]). Also, leveraging translational invariance, we set the value of e1 = 0 to
compute an unique optimal solution to the bond parameters.
For step 4, we index the data with respect to an offensive player and grid. For player
p and k-th bin in the grid, we index observation j ∈ {1, ..., Npk}, where Npk is the total
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Algorithm 1: Inference for Defensive Assignment
1 Initialize all the fixed parameters. In particular, set e = τ = 0, σ2D = 5,
Γ = µ = [0.5, 0.25, 0.25]>, φ = 3, ζ2 = 10 for all the players at all the court
locations. We use notation θ for all the fixed parameters.
2 Sample from p(I|Γ, D, θ) using forward filtering backward sampling algorithm
(Bishop 2006)
3 Update e and τ given the sample of I using 3.1
4 Sample p(Γ|I,D, θ). Note that this step can be done in parallel to step 3
5 Update kernel parameters σ, φ, and σD given the sample of Γ
6 Repeat steps 2-5 until convergence
Vk =
∑Npk
j=1 ZkjDkj . Define V = [V1, ..., VK ]
> and W to be a block diagonal matrix with





) ∝ e− 12σ2 (ΓTpWΓp−2ΓTp V )
Please refer to the appendix for derivation. Using the GP prior on Γp, its posterior distri-
bution is given by























. Hence, the posterior
distribution is
Γp |D, I, σ2D ∼ N (µ,Σ) with ΓTpk1 = 1
Sampling from a normal posterior under a linear constraint can be shown to be equiva-
lent to sampling from a normal distribution under a linear variable transformation(see the
appendix). Finally, to update the kernel parameters in step 5, we use moment matching
[Hansen, 1982] on the sample covariance of the sampled Γ. We use linear regression to min-
imize sum of squared errors of the elements of the sample covariance matrix and the kernel
function. We use convergence of the data likelihood p(D|θ) as our convergence criteria.
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3.4 RESULTS
We test our model on approximately 10000 randomly selected possessions (sampled from
314 matches) from the optical player tracking data for the 2015-16 NBA regular season.
Figure 3.5 shows the convergence of data log-likelihood. Figure 3.6 shows convergence of
FISTA algorithm used to fit the bond energy parameters. The estimated energy parameters
associated with the bonds are shown in Table 3.1. The order of energy parameters is
reasonable: e4 > e3 > e2 > e1. For instance, e3 > e2 means that a 2-on-1 on-ball defense
is less stable than 1-on-1 defense (see Figure 3.3). Also, guarding a player with the ball is
a relatively more stable configuration than guarding a non ball-handler. A high value of τ
reflects that the change in the defensive assignment is not frequent.








One way to verify how well defensive modeling works is to visually check the sequence
of assignments in each possession. Figure 3.7 illustrate snapshots of offensive possessions.
The red and blue circles in the figures represent offensive and defensive players respectively.
Empirically, our model captures defensive match-ups – which is indicated by lines between
offensive and defensive players – very well at any given moment, over different regions of
the court. It also accurately infers switches and double teams which appear during the
possession shown in the figure.
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Figure 3.5: Convergence of data log-likelihood


























Figure 3.6: Convergence of FISTA algorithm
Note that we do not have access to the true defensive assignment. In order to verify the
performance of our model quantitatively and to compare with other benchmarks, we asked
independent annotators to create hand-coded labels for defensive assignments by watching
the actual videos of Minnesota Timberwolves vs. Toronto Raptors match on February 10th,
2016 and Boston Celtics vs. Atlanta Hawks on April 22nd, 2016. We compared the results
from four different defensive assignment criteria – the closest defender, fixed Γ model, and
our defense assignment model, Gravity model – against the tagged labels. The closest
defender simply assigns the defensive player that is closest to an offensive player. Fixed Γ
model is the model suggested in ([Franks et al., 2015]) and does not allow for Γ to be function
of the player identity or location. Gravity model is the defense assignment model with player
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Figure 3.7: The sequence of inferred defensive assignments: The figure illustrates a few snapshots of
our match-up modeling results. Empirically, our model captures defensive match-ups very well at
any given moment, over different regions of the court. It also accurately infers switches and double
teams which appear during the possession shown in the figure.
dependency and location dependency without using bond-based transition probability but
with simple uniform transition probability that fixed Γ model uses. Gravity model + BEAT
is our full model with bond-based transition probability. We use a matchup at a random
time point from each possession of the two games, which gives us a total of 385 data points.
Using a random time point from different possessions ensures that the each data points is
independent (i.e. unlike matchups from the same possession). If the defensive assignment
is exact, we call it a positive outcome, otherwise a negative outcome. Table 3.2 shows
that both fixed Γ model and player dependent Gravity models clearly perform better than
the baseline closest defender assignment. We use 5000 bootstrap samples to estimate the
statistical significance of the accuracy (denoted by σ in Table 3.2). We also compute the p-
value for the accuracy of Gravity + BEAT model being greater than other models. For each
bootstrap sample, we compute the accuracy of all the models. The p-value for Gravity +
BEAT model reported in Table 3.3 is the fraction of samples for which the Gravity+BEAT
model had lower accuracy than one of the other models. We observe that our full model,
Gravity model with BEAT, performs best among the four models we compare, both in
terms of the average accuracy and a very low p-value (see Table 3.3 and Table 3.2). While
the improvement in accuracy might appear small in absolute terms, the improvement has a
significant impact when it comes to event detection in a complex setting such as ball screen.
We discuss this in Chapter 4.
In addition to producing the highest accuracy, our modeling has an advantage over oth-
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Table 3.2: Accuracy comparison
Model Accuracy (σ)
Closest Defender 0.7421 (0.0229)
Fixed Γ model 0.9178 (0.0126)
Gravity model 0.9332 (0.0136)
Gravity model + BEAT 0.9584 (0.0103)
Table 3.3: p-value of accuracy of Gravity + BEAT being greater than the accuracy of other models
Model p-value
Closest Defender 0.000
Fixed Γ model 0.006
Gravity model 0.02
ers – we gain more insights about how individual players attracts defenders. Figure 3.8
shows the estimated player attraction coefficients, γo, for selected NBA players namely
Stephen Curry, DeAndre Jordan, and LeBron James over the court. It shows that differ-
ent players clearly exhibit different levels of attraction to their defenders, while attraction
rate generally increases as players get closer to the hoop. Stephen Curry who is known to
be an elite shooter in the NBA with long shooting range, which causes his defenders to
guard him closer than they guard other players. The left heat map in Figure 3.8 shows
the clear pattern of how closely Curry is guarded over the court. Conversely, we observe
that DeAndre Jordan is far less closely guarded by his defender, as shown in the middle
heat map. Especially when Jordan is outside the 3-point line, his marginal attraction on
defender appears to be very low, which was expected due to his poor shooting ability. One
interesting observation is that defensive attraction appears to be higher along the baseline
for all the three players (see Figure 3.8), showing longer vertical high values (across the
court) than the horizontal (along the court). This may be due to defensive attempts to















1.0Stephen Curry DeAndre Jordan LeBron James
Figure 3.8: Player and location dependency on Γ
prevent easier (and closer) corner 3-pointers.
(a) Estimated Γ when players are inside 3-point line (b) Estimated Γ when players are outside 3-point line
Figure 3.9: Estimated Γ vector for Cleveland Cavaliers players: Player names are (from left to right)
J.R. Smith, Tristan Thompson, Kevin Love, Richard Jefferson, Matthew Dellavedova, Kyrie Irving,
Timofey Mozgov, LeBron James, Iman Shumpert
Figure 3.9 shows Γ vectors inferred from our model for players of the Cleveland Cava-
liers. Figure 3.9(a) shows the average Γ over the area inside 3-point line and 3.9(b) shows




p. are represented by blue, red,
and green bars respectively.
On both figures, elite shooters, such as J.R. Smith (J.S.), and Kyrie Irving (K.I.), exhibit
the highest attraction on defenders. We see that attraction decreases on average as players
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(a) Estimated Γ when players are inside 3-point line (b) Estimated Γ when players are outside 3-point line
Figure 3.10: Estimated Γ vector for Golden State Warriors players: Player names are (from left
to right) Shaun Livingston, Klay Thompson, Draymond Green, Stephen Curry, Harrison Barnes,
Leandro Barbosa, Andre Iguodala, Andrew Bogut
move from inside to outside the 3-point line. We observe by decreased values of γop. of all
players (decreased blue bars), but players relative difference appear to be consistent, i.e.
good shooters still attract defenders more closely than others. This pattern is also shown on
the Golden State Warriors in Figure 3.10, where Stephen Curry (S.C.) and Klay Thompson
(K.T.) appear to have the highest attraction effect on defenders both outside and inside
3-point line.
3.5 CONCLUSION
Our model serves as a robust tool to compute defensive assignments at any given time with
high accuracy. Taking the player identity and court location into account makes the model
more realistic. A good defensive assignment model is very crucial to doing any further
analysis on player or team evaluation that requires match-up information, such as shooting
ability against particular defenders and defensive metrics. Furthermore, it it serves a crucial
input to automatically detect certain play events (ball screen, drive, post-up, etc.) whose
definition depend on defense assignment. We also introduce a new metric to measure how
much a player can stretch the floor in offense, a term referred to as gravity in basketball
jargon. The heat map based representation of this metric provides a visual way to analyze
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player’s defensive attraction. Using this quantization of defensive attraction, teams can try
to maximize spacing in their team offense or minimize opponent spacing.
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Chapter 4
Event Detection using HMM
This chapter is based on the paper “Automatic event detection in basketball using HMM
with energy based defensive assignment” [Keshri et al., ] which is a joint work with Min-
hwan Oh, Sheng Zhang, and Professor Garud Iyengar.
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Outcomes of events such as a ball screen, where a player on the offensive team prevents a
defender from guarding a teammate by standing in the defender’s way, a drive, where an
offensive player moves faster towards the hoop with the ball, and a post-up, where there is
an attempt to establish a position near the hoop for a closer shot, etc., are very useful in
terms of understanding the characteristics of players and teams. These events provide more
context to the ways in which players score. There events are not identified in a traditional
box score model or the tracking data. Once these events are identified, one can create
statistics on how efficient a player or team is when involved in these events.
[McQueen et al., 2014] propose using support vector machines to detect a ball screens
using human-labeled data. Their method requires the identity of the on-ball defender, i.e.
the defender who is guarding the ball handler, and they set the defender nearest to the
ball handler as on-ball defender. We discovered that the nearest-defender assignment is
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only 74% accurate (see Table 3.2); thus, we expect that the method is unlikely to be very
accurate. Moreover, their work is limited to learning ball screens. [Wang and Zemel, 2016]
classifies different kinds of offensive play calls using neural networks. However, their method
still depends on the labeled data and is only applicable to detecting team level play calls.
We approach the task of labeling events in an unsupervised setting in a hierarchical
manner. We decided against using supervised data because labeling these events on video
clips requires a significant amount of manual labor, and is, therefore, not scalable as we
increase the set of events to be labeled – both in numbers of matches and in the number
of event types. Furthermore, in our experience, human annotators inevitably make errors
that often get amplified in supervised learning methods. Another advantage of using an
unsupervised method is that it can be used to detect novel events that have not yet been
recognized as a offense strategy in the league. As we will discuss later, our unsupervised
method recognizes events using the specified prior distributions of the features that define
the event in progress. Thus, if one is able to identify the features and specify the functional
form of their distributions when the novel event is in progress, our model can learn to detect
that event.
We take a two step approach to detect events of interest. First, we decide the features
that are relevant for the events. These features could be position of the players, their de-
fensive assignments, pairwise distances, their velocity etc. The key is to use features that
have a different distribution when the events is in progress than when it is not. Once we
recognize these features, we contruct a HMM with a binary hidden state. The hidden state
represents the progression of the event of interest during a possession. 0 means the event
is not in progress and 1 means the event is in progress. We also define the functional form
of the emission distributions of the feature variables. The choice of the functional form
and the initial parameters of the distribution guides the HMM to detect the occurrance of
events as the possession progresses. An event in progress usually lasts for a certain time
duration. The transition distribution of the hidden states imposes the stickiness behavior
in the hidden state to capture the progression of the event. We learn a separate HMM for
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each event (post-up, ball screen, and drive). The rationale for using separate HMMs for
each event rather than one HMM for all events is that these actions are not necessarily
mutually-exclusive. For example, it is possible to have a ball screen immediately followed
by a drive, and therefore, some time epochs can simultaneously be part of two events –
this cannot be accommodated in a single HMM. We find that the accuracy of the defensive
assignments is crucial of the success of the event detection HMMs.
As we will see later, many of the features that we use to detect specific events can be
easily measured from the raw tracking data. The defensive assignment is a very important
input to detect many events, e.g. ball screen and post up. As we have discussed in the
previous chapter, the defensive assignment is missing from the raw tracking data. We
explore the impact of the defensive matchup accuracy in the result section. To fit our models,
we first learn the defensive assignment. We learn defensive assignments using Gravity +
BEAT model as discussed in Chapter 3. We also use the closest defensive assignment, the
vanilla HMM model by [Franks et al., 2015] and the gravity based model assignment to
explore the impact of defensive assignment accuracy on event detection. In the next section,
we discuss the HMMs that we use to detect the events of interest.
4.2 HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL FOR ACTIONS
In our event detection HMMs, we define the binary hidden state at each time point as an
indicator of whether the event is under progress. We leverage the fact that the distribution
of some key observables are different when the event is happening as compared to when
it is not. We use this prior information to specify the parametric form of the emission
distributions of these observables. We expect that the HMM model will learn the exact
distribution and clearly distinguish between on and off event state. We model the the fact
that when an action occurs, it usually lasts for some period of time by modeling event
indicator as a Markov chain. We provide the specific details for each of our actions in the
following sections. We will see that the defensive assignment is one the key features used
in these HMMs.
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4.2.1 Ball Screen
A screen is an attempt to prevent a defender from guarding a teammate by standing in the
defender’s way. We posit that ball screens can be detected using three observables:
Xt = distance between on-ball defender and
offensive player closest to the ball handler
Yt = distance between ball handler and the hoop
Ct = speed of the offensive player closest
to the ball handler
Note that Xt is available as an observable only if we have a model for learning the defensive
assignment. It is critical that the defensive assignment is very accurate, since errors in the
defensive assignment gets amplified in ball screen HMM.
Let St denote the indicator for the ball screen event group. When St = 1, we expect Xt
to be small. ([McQueen et al., 2014]). When St = 0, Xt may potentially have heavy tails.
We model this by setting the postulating the following distribution
Xt|St = 1 ∼ exp(λx) Xt|St = 0 ∼ logN (µx, σ2x).
We model the fact that ball screens typically occur near the the 3-point line by setting
Yt|St = 1 ∼ logN(µy, σ2y) Yt|St = 0 ∼ Unif(0, θs),
where the baseline distribution is chosen to be uniform to put the least restrictions on the
realization of Yt when St = 0. During a ball screen event, Ct should be small, i.e. the
screener should not moving much once the screen is set 1 We model this by setting
Ct|St = 1 ∼ exp(λc) Ct|St = 0 ∼ logN (µc, σ2c ),
where the baseline distribution is log-normal.
The hidden states St evolve according the transition matrix
St+1 = 0 St+1 = 1
St = 0 ρ
s
0 1− ρs0
St = 1 1− ρs1 ρs1
(4.1)
1The screening player must remain stationary; a moving screen is an offensive foul.
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Figure 4.1 is the graphical model representation of this HMM.
S0 S1 S2 S3 . . .
X0 X1 X2 X3
Y0 Y1 Y2 Y3
H0 H1 H2 H3
Figure 4.1: Hidden Markov Model for Ball Screen
4.2.2 Drive
A drive is a running movement to the hoop with the ball to take a layup, dunk or pass, etc.
The intent of driving is not just to score (although it is probably the most common reason).
It may be to draw a foul, draw the defense and hence pass the ball out to a teammate, or
simply to create a ball movement.
We posit that a drive event can be recognized using the observables:
Vt = velocity towards the hoop,
Yt = distance between the ball handler and the hoop,
where Vt denotes the projection of the velocity vector computed using a single time frame
onto the vector between the ball handler and the hoop.
Let Gt denote an indicator for a drive event. When Gt = 1, we expect Vt to be large
towards the hoop, i.e. fast movement towards the hoop, and the higher the velocity of the
ball handler, the more likely that Gt = 1. On the other hand, when drive event is not in
progress, the velocity can be in any direction. We model this by setting
1/V +t |Gt = 1 ∼ exp(λv) Vt|Gt = 0 ∼ N (µv, σ2v).
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As a drive event progresses, the ball handler gets nearer to the hoop. Hence, it is sensible
for Yt to have an exponential distribution. We set
Yt|Gt = 1 ∼ exp(λy), Yt|Gt = 0 ∼ Unif(0, θg).
The transition probability of Markov chain for the hidden states Gt is given by (4.1).
4.2.3 Post-up
A post-up is to establish a position in the low post, the area near the basket below the foul
line. The offensive player usually faces away from the basket, so that his body can protect
the ball from the defender.
The postulate that a post-up event can be recognized by focusing the on the observables:
At = speed of the ball handler
Yt = distance of the ball handler and the hoop
Rt = distance between the ball handler and
the on-ball defender
Let Ut be an indicator for a post-up event. Under a post-up event, we expect At to be
small, i.e. slow movement towards the hoop, and the lower the speed of the ball handler,
the more likely it is a post-up event. We model this by setting
At|Ut = 1 ∼ exp(λa) At|Ut = 0 ∼ logN (µa, σ2a)
Since post-ups mostly happen in the low post (the area near the basket below the foul line),
it makes sense for Yt to have a log-normal distribution with the mode at the low post. We
assume a uniform distribution for the baseline of Yt. We set
Yt|Ut = 1 ∼ logN (µy, σ2y) Yt|Ut = 0 ∼ Unif(0, θu).
During a post-up, Rt should be small, i.e. the on-ball defender should be close to the ball
handler once the post-up is set for the duration. We capture this by setting
Rt|Ut = 1 ∼ exp(λr) Rt|Ut = 0 ∼ logN (µr, σ2r )
We model the time evolution of the hidden state Ut using the transition probability in
(4.1).
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4.3 INFERENCE
Algorithm 2: Inference for Event Detection
1 Initialize Pˆ (h0), Pˆ (x|h), Pˆ (y|h), ..., and Pˆ (h′|h) randomly
2 E Step: For each sequence x,y, z, ..., compute
Pˆ (h0|x,y, z, ...), Pˆ (ht, ht+1|x,y, z, ...), Pˆ (h′|h) using forward-backward algorithm
3 M Step: Update the model parameters Pˆ (h0), Pˆ (x|h), Pˆ (y|h), ..., and Pˆ (h′|h)
using MLE
4 Repeat steps 2-3 until convergence
5 Compute most likely sequence of hidden states, h = (h0, ..., hT ) using Viterbi
algorithm
We learn the defense assignment model before training our event detection models. The
defense match is an input to our event detection models.
For the inference of event detection, we take a conventional inference approach for HMM
using EM, and we use the Viterbi algorithm to compute the most likely sequence of hidden
states ([Viterbi, 1967], [Bishop, 2006]). ht ∈ {St, Gt, Ut} is an hidden state of an action, and
x,y, z, ... are sequences of observed states for an action. Refer to Algorithm 2 for details.
We use the HMM package in R ( [Himmelmann, 2010]) to fit the model.
4.4 Result
As with defense modeling results, one way to verify how event detection works is a visual
verification. Figure 4.2 illustrates a sequence that contains both ball screen and drive events.
A ball screen occurs starting in the 3rd shot. Our model correctly detects this ball screen
action and identifying the screener and the ball handler, which is indicated by green color.
Then, the ball screen is followed by a drive to the basket (starting in the 7th screenshot)
and our model also recognizes the action correctly. Figure 4.3 illustrates a sequence that
contains a ball screen. Our model appears to correctly detect the event As we observe
in both Figures 4.2 and 4.3, our model automatically detects the beginning and the end
of actions and identify action types accurately. The demo videos of our methods may be
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Figure 4.2: The sequence illustrates snapshots of our defense assignment and event detection mod-
eling results from Houston Rocket vs. Washington Wizard match on January 30th, 2016. The red
and blue circles are offensive and defensive players respectively.
viewed on the project website: https://sites.google.com/view/eventdetection/.
To evaluate the prediction performance of our event detection models, we asked inde-
pendent human annotators to create hand-coded labels for actions by watching an actual
video of Houston Rocket vs. Washington Wizard match on January 30th, 2016 and and
Boston Celtics vs. Atlanta Hawks match on April 22nd, 2016. For comparison purposes,
the annotators first generated individual player possession segments, during which a ball
handler is fixed, i.e. if the ball handler changes, then it will mark a new player possession
segment. Since the data contains 25 frames per second, our model predicts on the time
scale of 25 frames per second. However, it was not feasible for a human to watch and label
actions at the same rate. A human annotator only has access to the game clock to record
the start and end time of an event, and hence indicates the time to the closest full second
unless there is less than 1 second remaining in a quarter. In order to set up fair comparison
between the human annotator and the prediction algorithm, we measured performance on
the event segment level. We compared the predicted labels inferred by our model against
human-annotated labels. A segment is marked positive in the actual setting if the human
annotator found an event in the segment, and zero otherwise. Similarly, a segment was
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Figure 4.3: The snapshots of a sequence that contains a ball screen event from Boston Celtics vs.
Atlanta Hawks match on April 22nd, 2016. The red and blue circles are offensive and defensive
players respectively.
marked positive in the predicted setting if our prediction algorithm found an event in the
segment, and negative otherwise. The confusion matrices for the three actions are shown in
Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. The results show high accuracy of our action detection models for
ball screen, drive, and post-up with accuracy of 0.882, 0.944, and 0.989, respectively for the
Gravity + BEAT model. The standard deviation of each element of the confusion matrix
was computed using 5000 bootstrap samples of the test data. The statistical significance
of improvement achieved by using Gravity + BEAT defensive assignment model reported
in Table 4.4 was also computed using the bootstrap samples. For each bootstrap sample,
we compute the True Positive (TP) and True Negative (TN) rate of all the models for Ball
Screen and Post-up events 2. Then we compute the percent of bootstrap samples for which
the rate of Gravity + BEAT model is greater than or equal to the rate of other models.
The p-values of the Gravity + BEAT model shown in Table 4.4 is percent of samples for
which the Gravity + BEAT has lower TP and TN rate as compared to the other models.
4.4.1 Discussion on Event Detection Errors
We have a relatively lower accuracy for ball screen event detection compared to the other
events. This was somewhat expected due to the complexity of the event and its dependence
on pairwise distances of multiple players involved in the event. Note that most of the
misclassifications come from false positives, i.e. predicting non-screen events to be screens.
2We ignore FP and FN rate because they are additive inverse of TP and TN respectively. We also ignore
Drive because all the models will perform equally well on that event
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Table 4.1: Ball Screen Detection
Prediction
Using closest defender Fixed Γ model Gravity + BEAT
Actual Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative
Positive 103(8.736) 60(7.018) 142(9.526) 21(4.427) 155(10.067) 8(2.775)
Negative 84(8.332) 168(10.099) 49(6.627) 203(10.086) 41(6.056) 211(10.253)
Table 4.2: Drive Detection
Prediction
Using closest defender Fixed Γ model Gravity + BEAT
Actual Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative
Positive 127 7 127 7 127(9.817) 7(2.777)
Negative 7 111 7 111 7(6.165) 111(10.133)
We found that many of these misclassifications come from hand-offs or slip screens (without
properly setting a screen) which appear to be very similar to ball screens, especially on
coordinate visualization. One example is shown in Figure 4.4, where James Harden (Number
13 on red) comes closer to the on-ball defender but before he sets up a screen, he slides over
to the top of the three-point arc. Our model predicts this sequence to be a screen. However,
after verifying on the video, we confirmed that it is not a screen. Challenges in distinguishing
these subtle difference lie in the limitations of the data, i.e. that fact that the location of the
player is represented only as x−y coordinate without any information on player orientation
or hand-movements, etc., which is in fact significantly helpful when visually classifying
these events. However, despite these limitations, our methods still performs well on events
considered.
4.4.2 Accuracy Dependence on Defensive Assignments
We also provide the results using different defensive assignments to show the event detec-
tion’s dependence on the defensive assignment’s accuracy (Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3). First,
event detection with closest defender as defense assignments clearly performs poorly on
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Table 4.3: Post-up Detection
Prediction
Using closest defender Fixed Γ model Gravity + BEAT
Actual Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative
Positive 15(3.850) 4 (2.008) 17(4.046) 2(1.397) 18(4.182) 1(0.985)
Negative 109(9.535) 532(10.195) 21(4.544) 620(6.077) 6(2.465) 635(4.975)
Table 4.4: p-value of True Positive (True Negative) percent of Gravity + BEAT model being greater
than or equal to other models
Post-up TP TN
Fixed Gamma 0.000 0.002
Closest Defender 0.000 0.000
Ball Screen TP TN
Fixed Gamma 0.005 0.001
Closest Defender 0.000 0.000
ball screens and post-up since detecting these events require the identification of defensive
players. Using closest defender performs significantly worse in ball screen events since the
identification of the on-ball defender can be more challenging in ball screens (due to defender
switching, or the defender going under the screen). Note that drive events do not depend
on defender identification. Hence, the results are the same for all defensive assignments.
Overall, using Gravity + BEAT gives better results than using fixed Γ model due to the
higher accuracy in defensive assignments (as reported in Table 3.2).
Figure 4.4: The snapshots of a sequence that contains a misclassified ball screen event. The red and
blue circles are offensive and defensive players respectively.
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4.5 CONCLUSION
Our automatic event detection system provides a new framework to detect events in basket-
ball without any human tagging. We can extend the scope of events to be detected as long
as one can describe the events with characteristic conditional distributions. Thus, one can
detect or even posit the conditional distributions and check if there is an event that actually
occurs significant number of times to fit the specified form with statistical significance. We
argue that our work lays a foundation for creating richer analytics both based on event
detection and accurate defense assignment information.
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Chapter 5
Missed Shots important for Player
Ranking?
5.1 Introduction
In basketball, all players compete on both offense and defense, and the core strategies re-
volve around scoring points on offense and preventing points on defense. Every shot event
in a basketball match is the result of a shooter’s action under the influence of defense of
the opponent team – whether it is defense by a single opponent player or multiple opponent
players (or none when a shooter is wide open). While it may not seem difficult to empir-
ically characterize shooting abilities of shooters by simply observing field goal percentages
(the percentage of shot made out of total number of shots attempted), it is much more
challenging to account for how defenders affect shooting. The outcome of a shot is affected
by the ability of both the offensive and defensive players. With the advent of tracking data
of players on the court in the NBA, it has become possible to infer the defensive matchup
of each shot. Given the defensive player and shooter for each, we can train a random effects
model which predicts the shot outcome given the individual offensive and defensive abilities
of the players. The random effect coefficients can then be used to rank the players. This
gives a more sensible ranking of the players than the rank without taking the defense into
account. One can go one step further to rank the players based on different areas on the
court or different types of shot. [Miller et al., 2014], [Fearnhead and Taylor, 2011] have used
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random effects based models to measure and rank players controlling for the defense.
Previous models have been trained on the binary shot outcome and have completely
ignored an interesting piece of data; namely, the trajectory of the ball. We call the likelihood
that a trajectory results in a successful shot the quality of the trajectory. It is important
to note that the trajectory from a shot location is not unique. Some shots use spin while
others use the back board (bank shots). This is the reason why players take different types
of shot (jump shot, bank shot, hook shot to name a few [myactivesg, 2016]) as function
of court location and the defense. A shot outcome is a realization of the random outcome
associated with a particular trajectory. A high likelihood, i.e. high quality, shot can be
unsuccessful. There are also low quality shots that have very low chance of success. For
instance, in this NBA game video [thehelpdefender, 2013] at the 17 sec mark, a player
misses a shot but the shot was certainly nowhere close to being made. The shot quality
is not part of the tracking data. Our goal in this chapter is two fold. First, we develop a
model to infer the quality of the shot using the trajectory of the ball. We then use this
quality measure to infer the offensive and defensive abilities of the players using random
effects model. We show that this gives a more reliable estimate of player’s ability.
5.2 Data
Our data consist of observations from the 2012-2016 NBA regular season. We use about
300,000 shot trajectories to evaluate the players. Our algorithm uses the trajectory of the
ball when the shot is in progress. The raw data does not provide the exact time when a shot
was attempted by a player (we do not know when the ball left the hand of the shooter). We
approximate this time by looking at the ball trajectory and tracing back to the time when
the ball leaves the hand of the shooter. We use this time instance as the shot time, and to
find the defensive assignment for the shot.
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Figure 5.1: Sample trajectories of shots
5.3 Method
Our full model is divided into three parts. First, we estimate the optimality of trajectory of
the ball for each shot. Second, we estimate the defensive assignment of the offensive player
when a shot was attempted. Finally, we use a random effects based model to estimate the
individual offensive and defensive abilities of the players.
5.3.1 Trajectory Optimality
Previous attempts in estimating latent offensive and defensive abilities of the players focused
on the shot outcome, i.e. if a shot is missed, zero points are assigned to the player, and full
points assigned when the shot is made. The binary treatment of the shot outcome ignores
the information in the trajectory of the ball. Players attempt to throw the ball along a tra-
jectory that would make the shot; however, once the ball leaves the players hand, there are
many exogenous variables, e.g. the spin of the ball, the backboard, air drag since the ball is
not a point-mass, etc., that control the shot outcome. Even a high quality trajectory may
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not result in a successful shot. We call these shots as “closely missed shots”. On the other
hand, there are shots that miss because the quality of the trajectory was very poor. We
call these shots “badly missed shots”. When evaluating a shot, we do not want to attribute
equal weight to the closely missed shot as to badly missed shots. In case of an unsuccessful
shot, we would like assign points to the shooter depending on the prior likelihood of the
trajectory being successful . Thus, we need a model for assessing the quality of a trajectory,
i.e. the likelihood, that the trajectory will result in a successful shot. We have the data
for all the shot trajectories and we also know whether a trajectory corresponds to a made
shot or a missed shot. A model trained to predict the likelihood of successful shot as a
function of shot trajectory should be able to predict the quality of a new unseen trajec-
tory. We begin with a physics based model and then consider neural network based models.
Suppose the ball were a point mass. Then its trajectory would have been a parabola in
a plane in the 3D space. The ball could either directly fall into the hoop, in which case,
the angle of the parabola with hoop determines success (see Figure 5.2 (b)). Or, the ball
can fall into the hoop after bouncing off the backboard, in which the angle of the parabola
with the respect to the backboard and the terminal velocity of the ball determine success.
The input to the model are six parameters that characterize the trajectory and the output
is the shot outcome. These parameters are defined as follows:
1. The angle θ that the first principal component of the trajectory using only the x-y
coordinates of the ball makes with the line dividing the court. See Figure 5.2(a) for
details.
2. We define the plane of the ball movement as gthe plane defined by adding z-axis to
the principal component lineinthe x-y plane. We project each point on the trajectory
onto this plane as shown in Figure 5.2(b), and fit a parabola to the projected points.
The next three parameters describes the quadratic equation of the parabola.
3. The fifth parameter is the velocity of the ball along the principle component plane i.e.
the plane of the parabola.
4. The last parameter is the distance of the shot location to the hoop.
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We call these six parameters the miscellaneous summary of a trajectory and denote
them by the vector m. m carries complete information of the shot trajectory if the ball is
assumed to be a point mass.
This model performed very poorly in predicting the shot outcome. The AUC score was
only 0.59 on the validation data. Figure 5.1 shows a few shot trajectories. We see that the
trajectory carries a lot of noise in both vertical and lateral direction. It is not a smooth tra-
jectory and it is easy to see kinks and abrupt movements. This is not because the physical
behavior of the ball but rather the noise introduced by the data recording instrument. The
ball is not a point mass but the instrument treats it as one and only records the location
of one point on the ball (this information is not available in the data). This makes the
miscellaneous parameters very susceptible to the noise in the trajectory. Even a slight error
in the recording of one point on the trajectory could change the angle of the trajectory
plane. [Beuoy, 2015] shows that even for free throws, which are the most stable trajectories,
the distribution of points where the ball crosses the hoop for a missed vs a made shot is
not significantly different. Hence, we conclude that the assumption that the ball is a point
mass results in a very noisy estimate of the shot plane and the downstream variables. We,
next, discuss more powerful statistical models that are able to overcome the noise.
A model which considers the full trajectory of the ball and is able to filter the noise
based on the context could improve the prediction of the shot outcome. Neural networks are
a class of machine learning models that are able to learn complex relationship in the data.
Using the complete trajectory data is a good use case for such a model. We denote each
point on the trajectory by xt, which is a 4D vector with 3D point and the time stamp. We
fit various feed forward neural network models starting with a simple feed forward model
which uses the full trajectory of the ball and the summary parameter m to predict the
shot outcome (see Figures 5.3 and 5.3a). This improved the AUC score to 0.847 and 0.851
respectively. We also tried a Long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network. LSTM is
a member of recurrent neural network (RNN) family which is used for modeling temporal
data. LSTM performs well in modeling long term temporal dependency in a time series
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(a) Principal Component plane projection (b) Fitted Parabola to the trajectory
Figure 5.2: Miscellaneous parameters information plots
Table 5.1: BLSTM Test Error at different time points
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(a) Feed forward Network (b) Feed forward Network with Miscellaneous input
(c) LSTM Network (d) LSTM Network with Miscellaneous input
(e) BLSTM Network
Figure 5.3: Neural network based models for predicting shot outcome given the ball trajectory: T is
the length of the sequence, y is the shot outcome, L is the loss function, h refer to the hidden states
of dimension 32, m is the miscellaneous information of the trajectory. A rounded rectangle refers to
the concatenation of the vectors. The final prediction has a sigmoid activation which gives us a loss
when predicting the shot outcome
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data ([Gers et al., 1999]). Modeling shot trajectory is a perfect use case for a LSTM net-
work. Shot trajectory is naturally a time series data and it also has long term dependency.
The outcome of the shot is not only determined by the last few points on the trajectory
but also on the ball location when it was released from the hands of the shooter. Shah
et. al. [Shah and Romijnders, 2016] uses LSTM based models on three point shots for
trajectory simulation purposes. We used two versions of LSTM models, one that only takes
the trajectory as input (see Figure 5.3b) and the other one that also uses the miscellaneous
trajectory information m as shown in Figure 5.3c. The latter model achieved a significant
improvement over feed forward model, achieving an AUC score of 0.91.
Finally, we fit a Bi-directional LSTM model shown in Figure 5.3d. Bi-directional LSTM
has been very successful at prediction task that depends on the whole context ([Huang et
al., 2015], [Zhao et al., 2018]). It takes into account the information flow both forward
and backward. Thus, at any point of time, the model has a summary of information from
future and the past times. In our case, BLSTM model predicts the shot outcome for each
time point on the trajectory. Since the information in this model flows both ways (shown
by the red and the blue lines), the full context of the trajectory is available as a summary
at each time point. Note that [Zhao et al., 2018] uses the same BLSTM model. The cross
entropy at each of the twelve time points on the validation data set is shown in Table 5.1.
We see that the error rate goes down until the eighth time point and then starts increasing
again. We believe that as the ball gets close to the basket, the error rate improves, but as
we get too close the noise in the movement of the ball increases, possibly due to interaction
with the backboard. Also, the standard deviation of probability prediction across the time
points is 0.0571. We take the average predicted probability across all the time points of
BLSTM and achieve an AUC score of 93.1%. We also tried a BLSTM model which also uses
the miscellaneous information vector m but it did not achieve any significant improvement
over the vanilla BLSTM model.
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(a) All models except the BLSTM Model (b) BLSTM for different time points
Figure 5.4: Validation AUC scores of various trajectory models changing with epochs on the valida-
tion data
5.3.2 Trajectory Analysis
We visually verified the effectiveness of BLSTM model to distinguish good missed shots
from bad missed shots. In Figure 5.7, we show the shots that the player missed and the
model predicted the shot to go in with a probability less than 0.05. These are the shots
that the model labels as badly missed shots. Indeed, we see these shots are clearly very
far from the hoop. On the other hand, in Figure 5.6, we plotted the shots that the players
missed and the model predicted the shot to go in with a probability greater than 0.95. In
other words, these are the shots the model would predict to go in. We clearly see that these
shots are in fact very good shots and didn’t miss the hoop by much. We also notice that the
missed shots that are predicted to go in with high probability follows a trajectory with high
peak (high arc). On the other hand, the missed shots that are predicted to go in with low
probability follow a low arc trajectory. This makes sense because a high arc shot is exposed
to more surface area of the hoop compared to low arc shot. Similar argument is made for
free throw shots by Stephen Curry ([Beuoy, 2015]). Stephen Curry, one of the game’s most
elite shooters, has high average shot arc for free throws compared to other players.
Our model allows to us to verify if a good shooter’s missed shots are on an average more
closely missed than an average shooter’s missed shots. In Figure 5.5, we plot the average
probability of missed shots vs shot efficiency (ratio of made shot and total shot attempted
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(a) Average Missed shot probability: Correlation 0.01 (b) Average Made shot probability: Correlation 0.255
Figure 5.5: Scatter plot of average trajectory probability vs shot efficiency of players
Figure 5.6: Sample missed shots with probability of making the shot more than 0.5
by a player) for each player. Indeed, a player with high shot efficiency (considered to be
a better shooter) has higher average probability of missed shot trajectory i.e. their missed
shots have more optimal trajectories. On the other hand, we see that the average probability
of made shots is not correlated (0.01 correlation) with shot efficiency. One explanation for
this observation is that all made shots are equally good i.e. there are no badly made shots.
Trajectory quality is more appropriate to distinguish a badly missed shot from a closely
missed shot. This leads to the next section of this chapter where we discuss the model we
use to infer the shot and defense ability of players.
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Figure 5.7: Sample missed shots with probability of making the shot less than 0.05
5.3.3 Random Effects
Random effects model is a hierarchical linear model that is used to learn the parameters
which vary within a group allowing for the information is pooled across the group. This
type of model has recently been used in basketball analytics to learn individual abilities of
players [Franks et al., 2015; Oh et al., 2015]. In the past, these models have been trained
with shot outcome as the dependent variable. While the shot outcome accurately reflects
player’s ability when they make a shot, it is not the case when a shot is missed. As we
argued in the previous section, missed shots can be a badly missed or a closely missed. We
also saw in the previous section that good players on an average have more optimal missed
shot trajectories compared to an average or below average shooter. This information can
be used to get a better ranking of the players. The BLSTM model gives us the quality of
the trajectory for each shot. Our goal is to compare the abilities of players learned using
the shot outcome and trajectory quality. The information content in the trajectory data is
clearly more than a binary classification of made and missed shot.
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Shot-based model in 5.1 is a logistic model where αi and βj are the random effects
for offensive and defensive abilities of players, c is the intercept, and Sijk is the indicator
variable for made vs missed shot. i is the global index of the offensive player, j is the
global index of the defensive player, and k refers to the kth shot attempt for these pair
of players. Trajectory-based model in 5.2 is based on the trajectory optimality as the
dependent variable. Pijk is the probability that the shot Sijk is made given the trajectory
of the ball, as predicted by the trajectory model. We transform this probability to a real
number using log odds function. This makes the model structurally equivalent to the shot
outcome model. In both the models, a prior distribution is specified for the random effects









In results section, we will compare the ranking improvements and player differentiation
advantage we have using the trajectory based model.
In addition to learning players ability over the full season or multiple season, it is often
useful to learn player’s performance over a few number of games. Also, the abilities of the
NBA players change over time. In particular, the players don’t perform equally well in every
game [Fearnhead and Taylor, 2011]. It will be useful if we can learn how a certain player
performed on a game by game basis. We estimate the change in abilities of the players
across games using the trajectory model and shot based model. We use a nested random
























In 5.3 and 5.4, we allow for the possibility that player abilities may change across games
(αig, βig) as a deviation from average ability (αi, βj) by introducing the prior as shown












As the first step, we want to verify whether the trajectory model improves prediction of
the shot prediction probability. We use the trajectory model to reclassify a very closely
missed counted as a made shot and a very badly made shot counted as a missed shot in
the training set. Such a reclassification effectively reduces the noise in the training samples,
and we expect this should improve, or at least not reduce, the prediction accuracy of shot
outcome. We show later that this reclassification also improves the estimate of player’s
ability. Specifically, we reclassify a missed shot that has more than 95% probability of
being a successful shot based on the trajectory model as a made shot, and we reclassificy
a made shot that had less than 0.05% probability of being a made as a missed shot. Note
that 5% is the same cutoff that we used to visualize the quality of trajectory in Figure 5.5.
Next, we fit the random effects model (5.1) with the reclassified shot outcomes as the
independent variable on 85% of the data. We test the model on 15% of the data set.
We compute the standard error for prediction accuracy by repeating the experiment 100
times with a random sampled test set. The shot outcome prediction accuracy of the model
trained on the reclassified shots using BLSTM trajectory quality was 0.6091 compared to
0.6023 for the original shot outcome; see Table 5.2. The RMSE improved from 0.4876 to
0.4864. While this improvement might appear small, it translates to an improvement of
approximately 0.552 points in the final game score (see [Chang et al., 2014] for a similar
argument) 1. We believe that this is not insignificant given that many NBA games are won
by one point difference. We also notice that the reclassification using the BLSTM model is
statistically superior to all other models. Also, notice that the Misc model does not improve
the results over the original shot outcome. This is because we only reclassify close to 0.02%
1An average of 200 shot attempts in an NBA game with close to 33% shots being a three point shot
translates to an attempt for a total of 466 points. An improvement of 0.001 in shot outcome prediction error
corresponds to an improvement of 0.55 points in total points scored in a game.
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Table 5.2: Shot outcome prediction results for model trained on reclassified shots using trajectory
models vs original shots data
Model Accuracy(s.e.) RMSE(s.e.)
Original shot model 0.6023(0.0007) 0.4876(0.0002)
Misc Model 0.6027(0.0006) 0.4875(0.0002)
LSTM+Misc Model 0.6049(0.0007) 0.4872(0.0002)
BLSTM Model 0.6091(0.0008) 0.4864(0.0002)
Table 5.3: Standard Deviation of Random Effects (and their standard error) corresponding to 5.1
and 5.2
Model σα(s.e.) σβ(s.e.)
Shot Model 0.1143(0.009) 0.0267(0.004)
Misc Model 0.0120(0.0007) 0.0052(0.0003)
LSTM+Misc Model 0.1642(0.0122) 0.0696(0.004)
BLSTM Model 0.1728(0.0125) 0.0746(0.005)
of the original shot outcomes (compared to 0.4% for the BLSTM model) and that does not
significantly affect the prediction in the test set.
Next, we use the models defined in 5.2 and 5.2 to learn the offensive and defensive
abilities of players. First, we compare the averaged BLSTM model prediction against the
shot based model. In 5.8, we plot the random effect for the two models against each other.
We observe that the random effects of these models are highly correlated. In particular, we
see that the random effects that are positive (negative) in the shot-based model becomes
more positive (negative) in trajectory-based model. This shows that on an average a good
shooter is even better optimal trajectory shooter. This helps in better ranking of the play-
ers. We also notice an increase in posterior standard deviation of the random effects in
BLSTM based model for both offensive and defensive abilities as shown in Table 5.3. This
also points to the fact that the BLSTM based model is better at differentiating the players
(when the standard deviation is zero, all players are equally good). For sanity check, we also
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Table 5.4: Standard Deviation of Nested Random Effects and Random Effects corresponding to 5.3
and 5.4
Model σα σβ σα σβ
Nested BLSTM Model 0.1826 0.0758 0.1146 0.1367
Nested Shot Model 0.1143 0.0267 0 0
Table 5.5: Top Shooter Comparison
Shot Model BLSTM Model LSTM+Misc Model Misc Model
Jared Dudley Kyle Korver Kyle Korver Klay Thompson
Stephen Curry Stephen Curry Kevin Durant Jeremy Evans
Chris Paul J. J. Redick J.J. Redick Shaun Livingston
Kyle Korver Kevin Durant C.J. McCollum Ed Davis
Jose Calderon Patty Mills Mo Williams Shawne Williams
J.J. Redick C. J. McCollum Meyers Leonard Miles Plumlee
Dirk Nowitzki Klay Thompson Patty Mills Ray Allen
Anthony Tolliver Steve Novak Chris Paul Bojan Bogdanovic
Patty Mills Chris Paul Wesley Matthews Nikola Mirotic
Jason Smith Wesley Matthews Steve Novak Thabo Sefolosha
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Table 5.6: Top Shot Defender Comparison
Shot Model BLSTM Model LSTM+Misc Model Misc Model
Timofey Mozgov Tiago Splitter David Lee Draymond Green
Paul George Luc Mbah a Moute P.J. Tucker Frank Kaminsky
Stephen Curry Alan Anderson Chris Paul Russell Westbrook
Tristan Thompson Kawhi Leonard Tiago Splitter Lance Stephenson
Robin Lopez Draymond Green Draymond Green Nikola Vucevic
Luc Richard Mbah a Moute David Lee Klay Thompson Kawhi Leonard
Kendrick Perkins Kosta Koufos Luc Mbah a Moute Jrue Holiday
Kosta Koufos Gerald Green Kawhi Leonard Markel Brown
Kyle Korver P.J. Tucker Stephen Curry Chris Johnson
Brook Lopez DeAndre Jordan Danny Green Derrick Favors
compare the second best trajectory model (LSTM+Misc) and the most basic model (just
using miscellaneous data) to the averaged BLSTM model. We notice that the posterior
standard deviation decrease as the predictability of the trajectory models decrease. This
shows that the BLSTM model, which contains the most accurate information about the
trajectories, gives the best posterior standard deviation.
In Table 5.5, we compare the offensive ranking of the players we get using different
models. BLSTM based model ranks more shooters who are considered to be elite shooters
in the NBA in the top 10 e.g. Kyle Korver, Steph Curry, Kevin Durant, Klay Thompson
as compared to what the shot-based model suggests. The shot-based model ranks players
such as Jared Dudley, Jason Smith, Jose Calderon, and Anthony Tolliver are among the
top 10 shooters in the league. While these players may be good shooters, they are not
necessarily considered to be top tier shooters by many experts, i.e. ranking them as top
shooters may be controversial. That said, it is clearly an error to choose them over players
like Stephen Curry and Klay Thompson. LSTM+Misc model has many players that appear
in BLSTM model as well but the disappearance of elite shooter like Stephen Curry from
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slope =  1.29
(a) Offensive Random effects
























slope =  3.82
(b) Defensive Random effects
Figure 5.8: Comparison of random effects learned using the two models. The x-axis and the y-axis
corresponds to the shot-based model and trajectory-based model respectively
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top ten indicates that the BLSTM model results in a better ranking. Also, Misc Model
ranking is clearly less plausible, compared to all other models.
Regarding learning defensive ability of players, the results from both the shot-based
model and BLSTM model are similar(see Table 5.6). That said, the shot-based model
ranking Stephen Curry among the top defenders is a conclusion that many experts would
dispute. Also, only the trajectory-based models include the elite defender Draymond Green
within top 10 shot defenders. One thing to note is that we have a mix of good rim pro-
tectors, such as DeAndre Jordan and good perimeter defenders, such as Kawhi Leonard
in BLSTM Model. Alan Anderson, who is also known for his defensive ability, appears in
BLSTM list of top defenders.
Another thing to note is that the results from both the shot-based and BLSTM model
do include elite defenders such as LeBron James. Note that this analysis is on the effect
of defenders on shot outcomes of attempted field goals. We need to mention that offensive
players may choose not to shoot when defended by elite defenders or good shot blockers.
Evaluating this defensive ability requires a different modeling approach.
Finally, we analyze the effect of nested random effects model. We find that for the
shot based model (5.4), the posterior standard deviation of the game level effects are zero.
This means that the shots do not have enough information to capture the change in the
player’s ability across games. On the other hand, for the BLSTM model, we find that the
game level deviation in player abilities captured by αig and βjg have significant posterior
standard deviation (see Table 5.4). We also notice an increase in the posterior deviation of
the player level posterior standard deviation (0.1728 to 0.1826 for offensive and 0.0746 to
0.0758 for defensive abilities) when using a nested random effects model (5.3) vs a simple
random effects model (5.2).
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5.5 Conclusion
We proposed a novel way to evaluate players in NBA using the trajectory data of shot.
Previous research in this area have ignored this extra information of ball trajectory. We
show that using the ball trajectory data, not only are we able to get a better ranking of
the players but also get a clear distinction of player’s abilities. We are also able to measure
player’s ability on a game-by-game basis, something that a shot based model does not have
enough information to do.
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Chapter 6
Defensive Effort Ranking
“The players are just so quick in the NBA,” Sterner says. “One or two feet can
make a huge difference.”
– Sterner, a Raptors assistant and something of a tech guru.5
6.1 Introduction
The “pesky” defense is an NBA jargon for describing a relentless defender. It is about
being all over the ball handler, pressuring him and reaching in and slapping the ball, and
contesting the shots. The effort of this sort is not captured in any contemporary basketball
statistics. A good defensive player prevents opponents from making a shot, attempting a
good shot, making an easy pass, or other scoring events, eventually leading to wasted shot
clock time. The salient feature here is that a good defender prevents events. Consequently,
event driven metrics, such as box scores, shot outcomes, points scored etc. cannot measure
defensive abilities effectively. Defensive Rating (DRTG) and Defensive Win Share (DWS)
are two advanced statistics used by the NBA to capture the defensive contribution of a
player. Both these metrics are based on discrete events, and are heavily infuenced by the
teammates. They are averaged over large number of games and do not give any statistically
significant insight on a player’s defensive ability on a game by game basis. There are other
more advanced recent metrics to estimate defensive ability of players ([Franks et al., 2015],
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Figure 6.1: The heat map of average distance maintained by Avery Bradley and Dwight Howard
with their defensive assignment as an on-ball defender across the court.
[Oh et al., 2015]); however these are all based on event driven data.
Defense is a continuous process that cannot be summarized by discrete events. Con-
ventional wisdom in basketball is that “pesky” defenders continuously maintain a close
distance to the ball handler. A closely guarded offensive player is less likely to take or make
a shot, less likely to pass, and more likely to lose the ball; hence, offensive players look
for open spaces. [Franks et al., 2015] show that the effect of defender’s distance on the log
odds of making a shot varies linearly between 0-6 ft for all the court locations. However,
the analysis of the distance maintained by a defender with the ball handler is missing in
recent literature. This paper aims to fill this gap. We introduce Defensive Effectiveness
Rating (DER), to measure the effective distance a defender maintains with the ball handler,
i.e. the offensive player with the ball. Consistently maintaining a close distance leads to
an effective defense. In Figure 6.1, we display the average distance from the ball handler
maintained by Avery Bradley, one of the best defenders in basketball, and Dwight Howard,
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an average defender. Avery Bradley maintains a much closer distance with the ball handler.
We also notice that the average distance changes over the court locations. Avery Bradley
is a guard and he defends the ball handler very closely for almost all court locations except
the center. Dwight Howard, who is a center/forward, maintains a relatively closer distance
near the center compared to rest of the court. Clearly, defenders vary in how closely they
guard players closely in different zones of the court. Further, players with longer wingspan
are defensively more effective. Our proposed DER metric corrects for the defensive player’s
position, wingspan, and the ball handler’s attribute.
6.2 Data
Our data consist of SportVU data from the 2012-2016 NBA regular and postseason. For
the purpose of our analysis, we only consider the part of on-ball defense that happens in
50-by-40 feet part of the half court. Further, we only consider the data points when all
the offensive players are in the half court. This makes sure that we only use the data after
offense has been setup.
6.3 A Benchmark Model
We introduce a benchmark ranking that captures the overall defensive contribution of a
player. This ranking will help us evaluate the defensive effort rankings we get using various
models. We use a model which accounts for the overall contribution of each player in a
possession using an additive linear model of players’ abilities [Fearnhead and Taylor, 2011].







βj +  (6.1)
Here, PLi,Lj is the average point per possession scored by lineup Li when playing against
lineup Lj . γi is the overall offensive contribution rating (OCR) of a player, βj is his overall
defensive contribution rating (ODR), and  is the error term. In this model, we do not take
into account any player level detail. For instance, we do not consider the ball handler, the
shooter, the defender etc. This model gives equal weight to all the players in the lineup for
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Table 6.1: Players with top 10 Overall Offensive/Defensive Rating
OOR ODR
LeBron James Kevin Garnett
Russell Westbrook Tiago Splitter
Klay Thompson Draymond Green
Stephen Curry Mario Chalmers
Chris Paul Tony Snell
James Harden Tony Allen
Kevin Durant Alex Len
Kevin Love Nick Collison
Tristan Thompson Danny Green
J.J. Redick Andre Iguodala
increasing or reducing the point differential against the opponent lineup. A player with a
high βj reduces the average number of points scored by the opponent lineup per possession.
On the other hand, a player with a high γi increases the average number of points scored
by the lineup he is playing in. We benchmark the rankings we get from our defensive effort
models against ODR. Table 6.1 shows top ten players based on OCR and ODR. We see
many elite offensive and defensive players in the list. Thus, ODR is a good benchmark for
our later results.
6.4 Model
DER is a metric based on the distance a defender maintains with the ball handler. Note that
the metric can be computed for an off-ball defense as well, but the defenders are typically
focused on putting their best effort to guard a ball handler. The raw tracking data gives us
the location of all the players and the ball. The ball handler is the player in the offensive
lineup who is closest to the ball. To compute this distance between the defender and the
ball handler, we need to first learn the defensive assignment for a possession in the game.
We use the Gravity + BEAT model introduced in Chapter 3. Once we know the defensive
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Figure 6.2: The heatmap of average distance maintained by a onball defender with the ball handler.
assignment for a possession, we can compute the distance between the ball handler and the
defender at any moment. For a spatial analysis, we divide the court into 2ft× 2ft square
bins. Let dpk be the distance between the on-ball defender p and the ball handler when the
ball handler is in bin k. Let E[dpk] be the average distance maintained by defender p with
any ball handler when the ball handler is in bin k. To compute an empirical estimate of
E[dpk], we simply average over the distance at all the time points when the defender p is an
on-ball defender and the ball handler is in bin k. Then, the mean value of E[d¯p] over k, is a
simple estimate of defensive effort of defender p. However, this metric is flawed as a basis of
comparison between players. To understand this, we visualize the variation of E[dpk] over
the court. We compute E[d¯k], which is the average distance maintained by any defender
when the ball handler is in bin k. Figure 6.2 shows the value of E[d¯k] over the court. We see
that the average distance maintained by a defender decreases as we approach the basket.
This observation is in keeping with out intuitive understanding of defense: as the distance
to the basket goes down, the defender is likely to guard the ball handler closely because the
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probability of making a shot is higher. Thus, if we use E[d¯p] to compare players, it would
favor the defenders who mostly defend closer to the basket since defenders closer to the
basket naturally defend the ball handler closely. This does not reflect any “extra effort”
put up a player. A more intuitive basis for comparison would be to define a metric that
normalizes for the court location variation and compares all position players fairly.
6.4.1 Classifying defensive players
We want to compare the defensive players based on their location. It would make little
sense to compare the defensive abilities of a center player with a perimeter defender. Also,
comparing defenders based on the position that they play would allow the teams to use the
ranking in a more effective manner. For instance, a team might choose to play one center
player over another center player, but they would not choose to play a center at a three
point location even though they have a slightly higher ranking at that location compared
to a shooting guard. We develop a data driven approach to classify the defenders. To do
this, we consider the distribution of the location of the ball handler when a given defender
is defending him. Note that we do not use the location of the defender himself for classi-
fication. We classify the defenders based on the location of the on-ball handlers because
if two defenders usually guard ball handlers in a certain part of the court, the team has a
choice to choose one over the other based on the performance.
Let P denote the total number of players and K denote the number of square bins .
Let F be a P ×K matrix with the value at (p, k) index denoting the total number of times
the defender p defended a ball handler in bin k. We use Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
[Lee and Seung, 2001] to decompose the matrix F as follows:
F = WH, (6.2)
where W is a P ×M matrix and H is a M × K matrix. We choose M = 3 based on
the error rate curve as shown in Figure 6.3. We normalize each column of H to sum up to
1. We interpret each row of H as a basis or a “zone” of the court, with each element of
the row as the loading of each bin on the court in the given basis. We rescale each row of
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Figure 6.3: The RMSE vs M for the NMF algorithm in equation 6.2




Near Hoop 3.275 0.135
Midrange 4.588 0.401
Three Pointers 5.380 0.311
estimated W by sum of corresponding column of estimated H. Each row of W is then the
count assigned to each basis for each player. The top row of Figure 6.4 shows the actual
basis weights corresponding to the rows of H matrix. These bases align very well with our
understanding of basketball positions: Center, Forward, and Guard. Next, we assign each
bin to the basis with the highest weight to obtain a “binary” version of the bases. The
bottom row of Figure 6.4 displays the binary basis. Thus, we have divided the court into
three different “zones” that corresponds to the defense tendency in the NBA.
6.4.2 Defensive Effort
Our analysis lends itself well to evaluate players defense in different zones identified in Figure
6.4. To evaluate the effort of a player in a zone, we calculate the average distance the player
maintains with the assigned ball handler when the ball handler is in the zone. This allows
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Figure 6.4: Basis loading corresponding to three basis selected by NMF algorithm: Top Left: Center
basis, Top Middle: Mid range basis, Top Right: Three point basis. The bottom row shows the binary
assignment of a bin to a basis with the highest weight.
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us to evaluate the defense effort of each player in each zone separately and compare their
ranking in the respective zones. We define dpb as the defensive effort of player p in zone b
using the weighted average of d¯pk, the average distance between the defender p and the ball







where Ikb is the indicator variable for basis k belonging to zone b and Npk is the number of
data points observed for defender p guarding the ball handler in bin k.
In Table 6.2, we display d¯b, the average of d¯pb across all players for each basis, and
their standard deviation σb
d¯
. We see that the average distance and its standard deviation
varies significantly by the basis. To rank the players, we choose measure ∆d¯pb shown below,
which normalizes for the basis average and standard deviation. It is also independent of






We call this statistic DEPM (Defense Effort Plus Minus). A positive value represents below
average defensive effort since the player maintains a larger than average distance maintained
by players in that zone. On the other hand, a negative value represents an above average
defensive effort. To find out how well the DEPM rankings align with the ODR, we took





where Wpb is the basis weight assigned to player p for basis b using the estimated W in
6.2. We compute both Pearson and Spearman correlation of ∆dp with ODR. Spearman
correlation gives us the rank correlation of the two rankings whereas Pearson correlation
is a linear correlation. We found a low correlation value of 0.1 and 0.08 for Pearson and
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Spearman respectively. When we ranked the players using this metric, we observed that
elite defenders, like Avery Bradley, Robert Covington, Jimmy Butler, and Andre Roberson,
show up in top rankings. However, we also found that players like Isaiah Cannan, Toney
Douglas, Ish Smith and C.J. McCollum show up high in the ranking. These players might
put a good defensive effort, but they are not necessarily considered elite defenders. After
delving deeper, we found out that these players have much smaller wingspans compared
to the average wingspan in the NBA. While guarding closely reflects contribution towards
reducing the shot efficiency of players, the wingspan plays a direct role in the effectiveness
of the defense. A player who has a relatively shorter wingspan, while guarding very closely,
may not be as effective.
6.4.3 Wingspan Effect
Wingspan is the term used to describe the length of a basketball player’s arms and hands.
It is a conventional wisdom in the NBA that players with large wingspans are very effective
in defense. A large wingspan is particularly helpful in blocking shots, rebounding, reaching
into passing lanes for steals etc. Fortunately, the wingspan data of players is available from
NBA.com. We create a new statistics called EDEPM (Effective Defensive Effort Plus Minus)







This rescaling allow a defender with large wingspan to have a smaller effective distance with
the ball handler. We compute the correlations for this model with ODR using the weighted
EDEPM across all basis (see 6.5). We observe a significant improvement in both Pearson
correlation (0.158) and Spearman correlation (0.147). We also observe some very positive
change in the rankings over DEPM model as shown in Table 6.3. Elite defenders like Kawhi
Loenard, Anthony Davis, and Nene improve their ranking significantly. We also observe
that the rankings of players with shorter wingspan like Toney Douglas, C.J. McCollum, and
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Table 6.3: Notable Change in Rankings in EDEPM over DEPM
Player Name Position DEPM Rank EDEPM Rank
Anthony Davis Near-hoop 39 2
Luc Richard Mbah a Moute Near-hoop 8 3
Paul George Far-three 28 16
Kawhi Leonard Far-three 44 9
Nene Near-hoop 37 4
Larry Sanders Near-hoop 83 9
Trevor Ariza Midrange 115 25
C.J. McCollum* Far-three 6 17
Ish Smith* Far-three 4 28
Toney Douglas* Far-three 10 42
Ish Smith, who were in top rankings in DEPM model, dropped to below ten.
6.4.4 Accouting for ball handlers
EDEPM model has a limitation. It does not account the identity of the ball handler. Players
tend to guard good shooters more closely than a bad shooter. If a ball handler shoots very
well from a basis, it is necessary to defend him closely on that basis to reduce the chances of
the shot going in. On the other hand, if a ball handler does not shoot well from a basis, it
makes more sense to guard him from a larger distance to reduce the chances of him taking
a shot from a point closer to the hoop. To control for the ball handler’s shooting ability,
we use a random effects based model (see [Bates et al., 2014]):









where E¯pqk is the wingspan normalized average distance that player p maintains when
defending ball handler q at bin k, αpb is the ability of defender p to maintain a close distance
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with a ball handler in basis b, βqb is the estimate of the shooting efficiency of the ball handler
q in basis b, ab is the fixed effect term which measure the effect of shot efficiency of the ball
handler on the effective distance that the defender maintains. A negative estimate of ab
would point to the effect of a good shooter guarded more closely in basis b. We call αpb/σα
the Defensive Efficiency Rating (DER) of a player p in basis b. We estimate βqb using the
following model for basis based shot efficiency model 1









Sijb is an indicator of the shot outcome when it is attempted from a point on basis b
determined above, xib is the random effect corresponding to the ability of the offensive
player i to make a shot when attempting it from basis b, yjb is the ability of the defensive
player j to prevent a positive shot outcome when the ball handlers he is guarding attempts
a shot from basis b. We set βqb to be exp(xˆqb) where xˆqb is the estimated value of xqb to
make it positive, a more intuitive input for our model. The estimates of the ab parameter
(and its standard deviation) in the model described in (6.6) are shown in Table 6.4. We
notice that the players with higher shot efficiency are guarded closely in every basis. The
effect is more pronounced as we move farther from the basket. This explains the fact the
near the basket, since the probability of making a shot is high across all the players, the
players are guarded closely regardless of their shot efficiency. Good shooters are guarded
much more closely compared to an average shooter when they are far from the basket. This
is explained by higher negative value of ab for midrange and three point basis.
6.5 Inference
We use
1We choose to use the shot efficiency model instead of a trajectory based model. The reason is based on
the result from Figure 7 in [Franks et al., 2015], which shows that the shot efficiency varies nearly linearly
as a function of the distance of the guarding defender from the shooter. This aligns with our formulation in
6.6 which assumes a linear relationship between shot efficiency and E¯pqk.
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Table 6.4: Effect of ball handler’s shot efficiency on EDEPM
Basis ab Error
Near Hoop -0.010 0.005
Midrange -0.132 0.004
Three Pointers -0.166 0.006
6.6 Results
Let us summarize the models we have discussed and how they compare with the result of
the DER model. To estimate the defensive effectiveness of an on-ball defender, we started
with simply computing the average distance the defender maintains with a ball handler
over the court. As shown in Figure 6.2, we found that this distance varies over the court.
A defender who frequently defends a ball handler close to the hoop naturally maintains
a close distance as shown by the statistics in Table 6.2. This motivated the decision of
dividing the court into different zones so that we can compare the distance maintained
by defenders in each zone separately. We use NMF to detect three zones in the court as
shown in Figure 6.4. Next, we computed the DEPM, which gives us the ranking of de-
fenders based of the deviation from the average distance and normalized by the standard
deviation. However, we noticed in the rankings that a few players who are not necessarily
considered great defenders show up high in the rankings. We identified that the wingspan
of a defender plays a big role in his defensive effectiveness. This helped us improve our
model by taking wingspan into account as shown in Section 6.4.3. We notice that this
led to a significant improvement in rankings across different basis as shown by Table 6.3.
Next, in Section 6.4.4, we argued the importance of the shot efficiency of a ball handler in
the distance that a defender maintains with him. We improved our model by taking the
the shot efficiency of the ball handler in different basis into account and defining a random
effects based model to compute the Defensive Effectiveness Rating (DER) metric of a player.
Table 6.5 shows the improvement in correlation of the overall ranking we get from various
models with the ODR ranking. We see a remarkable improvement in the correlation of the
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Table 6.5: Correlation with ODR
Model Pearson Correlation Spearman Correlation
(value, p-value) (value, p-value)
DEPM (0.100,0.080) (0.080,0.120)
EDEPM (0.159,0.020) (0.147,0.030)
DER (0.230, 0.001) (0.197, 0.003)
Table 6.6: DER rankings for different basis
Near center basis Midrange basis Three pointer basis
Jimmy Butler Andre Roberson Robert Covington
Luc Richard Mbah a Moute Avery Bradley Avery Bradley
Anthony Davis Robert Covington K.J. McDaniels
Tristan Thompson Kawhi Leonard Tony Snell
Nene Al-Farouq Aminu Markel Brown
Draymond Green Tony Snell Marcus Smart
Larry Sanders Markel Brown Andre Roberson
Timofey Mozgov Tony Allen Kawhi Leonard
Anthony Tolliver Nene Tyler Ennis
Derrick Favors Kentavious Cladwell-Pope DeMarre Carroll
DER ranking from 0.158 to 0.230 for Pearson and 0.147 to 0.197 for Spearman. This is
a significant validation for our model: DER does not assume anything about the discrete
events like shot outcome, blocks, assists etc. that have been used to define the defensive
rankings. Still we get a very significant correlation (with p value 0.001 and 0.003) with
ODR which is a point score based defensive rating metric.
Table 6.6 shows the rankings of top defenders in different basis based on DER. In all
the zones, we see some elite defenders. Top defenders in the near center basis are mostly
different from the Midrange and Three pointer basis. Defenders like Draymond Green,
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Nene, Larry Sanders, Anthony Davis, Moute, Jimmy Butler are considered as some of the
best shot blockers near the hoop. Other defenders are also considered very good. We
do not see a defender that someone can reject as a good defender. Same holds true for
the midrange and three pointer basis. We also see an overlap in the top defenders in the
midrange and three pointer basis. This makes sense since the point guards do defend players
in the both zones. For instance, the heatmap of Avery Bradley in figure 1 shows a close
distance maintained by him in both midrange and three pointers basis, but not in the near
hoop basis. Defenders like Andre Roberson, Avery Bradley, Robert Covington and Kawhi
Leonard are considered some of the peskiest defenders in the NBA. They are also considered
outstanding perimeter defenders.
6.7 Conclusion
We see that the DER allows us to quantify the quality of defensive interaction without being
limited by the occurrence of discrete and infrequent events. Thus, it allows us to measure
the defensive effectiveness of a player in a game, which was previously not possible due
to limited number of discrete events. A significant correlation with ODR ranking proves
that the DER model’s rankings do have significant similarity with the point based rankings.
DER could help teams decide a good defender for each zones and help in their defensive
player acquisitions. While we agree that DER is not a rating that would replace existing
defensive ratings, we also believe that it is an important piece that deserves its place in
evaluating the defensive contribution of the players in the NBA.
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.1 DERIVATION OF POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION OF Γ









































kj and Vk =
∑Npk
j=1 ZkjDkj . Note that we no longer write the like-
lihood with respect to time. Only thing that time tells us is the assignment of defensive
players to offensive players. Once we have estimated the sequence I, then we no longer have
time dependence in our data. From the estimation perspective, it is more efficient to write
the likelihood in terms of events.
Let V = [V1, ..., VK ]
> and Γp = [Γp1, ...,ΓpK ]>. Also, we define W to be a block diagonal
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Using the GP prior on Γp mentioned above
Γp ∼ GP (µΓ,K),
we can compute the posterior distribution
P (Γp |D)




























. Hence, the posterior
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distribution is
Γp |D, I, σ2D ∼ N (µ,Σ) with ΓTpk1 = 1
.2 SAMPLING OF MULTIVARIATE GAUSSIAN DISTRI-
BUTION WITH LINEAR CONSTRAINTS
We want to simulate z ∼ N(µ,Σ) conditioned on Fz = v. Without loss of generality,
assume that F ∈ Rm×n has full row rank. Define:
• P = F>(FF>)−1F : projection onto F = {F>v : v ∈ Rm}
• P⊥ = I − P : projection onto the linear space orthogonal to F
Then, the distribution of z conditioned on Fz = v is given by
z ∼ N
(
v¯ + P⊥µ, P⊥Σ(P⊥)>
)
where v¯ = F>(FF>)−1v
